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Khomeini Rules Today

No Release
Before April
By The Associated Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's
revolutionary leader, today ruled out
the release of the American hostages
before April. After a three-day delay,
the U.N. panel set up to investigate
alleged crimes of the deposecishah flew
off to Tehran.
Khomeini said a decision on the
Americans, held for 112 days, would be
the responsibility of an Iranian parliament to be elected in a two-part election
scheduled for March 14 and April 3.
Iran's "Islamic parliament will be
the authorized body that will decide on
the fate of the hostages," Khomeini
said in the statement, which was broadcast by Tehran radio and carried by the
official Pars news agency.
In the meantime, Khomeini said,
President Abolhassan Baru-Sadr and
the Revolutionary Council he also head
"will continue exerting every effort"
for the extradition of deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and his
wealth.
Khomeini's statement came as the
five-man international commission left
Geneva, Switzerland for Tehran at 6:20
a.m. EST. It was due in Tehran five
hours later.

devouring USA." The militants have
said all along they will release their
captives only if ordered to do so by Khomeini.
"But since the representatives of the
people will soon be meeting in the
Islamic consultative assembly, any
decisions on the release of the hostages
and the concessions to be obtained in
return for their. release will be up to
them, since they are the people who
should take a hand in the course of
political events," Khomeini's statement said.
The panel's five members, lawyers
and diplomats from France, Syria,
Algeria,Sri Lanka and Venezuela, were
originally scheduled to arrive in Iran
Wednesday. But Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghottrzadeh said he needed
more time to prepare for their arrival
from Geneva, Switzerland, where the
group was scheduled to depart aboard a
U.N. plane at noon local time.
U.N. and American officials, who
have said they hope the investigation
will lead to release of the approximately 50 Americans, did not disclose exactly what mandate has been agreed to for
the commission by Iran and the United
States.
One unnamed U.S. government ofIn his statement, Khomeini praised
ficial, however,sounded a cautious note
the Islamic militants who seized the' of optimism."We are at a very delicate
U.S. Embassy in Tehran Nov. 4, saying
point in the negotiations for the release
their occupation of "the den of esof the hostages," he told the Austin
pionage," his term for the embassy, 'ArnericanStatesman newspaper in
-.had "-dealta-crlishing
ffrk;:ii In the ward7.....-- AttAin.,
—

Queens and
Their Courts
Tanuny Crouse above. center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Crouse,
and Janna Bell right, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bell, were
--e-rowned homecoming queens at Calloway County and Murray High, respectively, Friday night. The - Calloway court included from left I Mina Todd,
daughter of Mrs. Anna Todd,and Dan Key,son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Key;
Jena Hoke,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke,and Jeff Garrison,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wayne Garrison; Cindy Carson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Daymond Carson, and •Keith Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
Crouse and Gary,Emerson, sop of Mr. andayrs, James Emerson; Brenda
°Nittrdetif,- ughter.of Mr. and Mrs. Don.&;Wri,"- aid-Brad mittet..son 'of
Mr. and Mrs. Ferrell Miller; Anne Sarile,.claughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Kanady, and Marty Wyatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Wyatt; and Ian queen
Dawn Sledd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd, and Richard Smotherman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Smotberman. With Bell are Martha Pitman left),
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman and Dinah Hook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. B.B. Hook.
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scattered
showers

to clear the pilot's name

Scattered showers and possible
thunderstorms this morning ending this afternoon. Highs today
in the low to mid 50s. Clearing
and colder tonight with lows in
the upper 20s to low 30s. Partly
sunny and cooler Sunday with
highs in the mid to upper 40s.
Winds, northwesterly at 5 to 10
miles an hour today and tonight.
LAKE LEVEIS
Kentucky Lake
354.93
Lake Barkley
354.8

State Association Declares
Feb. 24 As Heart Sunday

•
Legislators Come Under Attack
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- Legislation to allow police officers to make arrests without warrants in cases of
domestic abuse has come under attack
as a dangerous, anti-family measure
and was sidetracked by the. House of
Representatives.
House Bill 86, which has the backing
of the Brown administration, was laid
on the House clerk's desk Friday after a
heated 90-minute debate.
It takes a simple majority to &move
a bill from the desk and place it back in
the orders of the day. The House earlier

defeated two motions to kill the bill.
The lower chamber approved a
number of other measures during a
four hour session before adjourning for
the weekend, while the Senate met
briefly and passed five bills.
House Bill 86 was laid upon the
clerk's desk by a 48-41 vote after a
highly-charged debate in which opponents charged it would give police excessive power.
The sponsor, Rep. Gerta Bendl, I)Louisville, said domestic violence is.
on.of the most difficult and dangerous
problems for police to handle.
"This is the culmination of two years

Young Actors Guild Of Murray
To Hold First Meeting Monday
The Young Actors Guild of Murray
will have its first meeting of the year at
7:30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 25, at the home
of theatre director Richard Valentine.
According to Suzanne Johnson, group
advisor, the main topic for discussion
will be an upcoming Shakespeare
Festival to be held April 23.
The Guild will be sponsoring several
short productions at the festival. Other
items on the agenda include a report on

Community Theatre board meetings
and a discussion on Young Actors Guild
activities for this spring and summer.
Refreshmen will be served after the
scheduled bu ess.
Any high school students with an iri•
terest in theatre are invited to attend.
Further information may be obtained
by calling the .Community Theatre's
recorded program information at 7537511.

of work.. we have to decide whether
we're interested in addressing the problem...or want to continue to whitewash
it," Mrs. Bendl said.
"Someplace,somehow we have to try
to stop this chain of violence which people look away from because it's
perpetrated in a 'man's castle'," she
said.
Mrs. Bendl was referring to opponents' arguments that the bill would
set a dangerous precedent by allowing
police to enter a _person's home And
charge someone with a rnisdemanor
without obtaining a warrant.
Rep. Willard Allen, R-Morgantown,
said the measure was based on "bad
grounds, a bad foundation - the same
grounds as the Kremlin works on in
Russia."
Rep. Herbert Deslcins, D-Pikeville,
who made the motion to lay the
measure on the clerk's desk,said it was
the "most unreasonable bill I've ever
seen," saying police in 'rural areas
would need submachine guns if they
tried to enter people's homes without
warrants.
"It strikes at the heart of the
American family and ought to be
defeated," he said.
Rep. Claudia Hiner, D-Louisville,
warned that it is a "dangerous bill,"

The Kentucky Heart Association has
declared Feb. 24 Heart Sunday.
Members of the sororities that make up
the Panhellenic Council at Murray
State University will be knocking on the
doors of Murray residents for donations, according to Irma La Follette,
Calloway County Heart Fund Campaign chairman.

Association supports 1,400 scientists
who are working to decrease the present toll from cardiovascular diseases.
according to figures released by Mrs.
La Follette.
Other special projects are held each
year both on the local and national
level. Persons not contacted may send
their donations to Mrs. La Follette, 809
North 20th St., Murray, or to Anne Barrow,county treasurer, Bank of Murray,
Murray.
Mrs. La Follette urges all persons to
-reduce your risk of heart attack" by
reducing saturated fat and cholesterol
in the diet, avoiding excess weight, controlling high blood pressure, not smoking, by exercising regularly, and by
having regular medical checkups.

All over America February is known
as "Heart Month," and a concentrated
effort is made to collect funds to finance
the program of the American Heart
Association.
Funds from the heart drive are used
for three benefits - research, public
and professional education and community service. The American Heart

McDougal To Visit Schools To
Discuss Financial Aid At MSU
Johnny- McDougal, director of student financial aid at Murray State
University, will visit Calloway County
High School and Murray High School
next week to discuss student financial
aid opportunities at Murray State.
He will be available to meet with
students at Calloway County from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. Wednesday in the
counselor's office and with students at
Murray High from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Thursday in the counselor's office.
McDougal said discussions will focus
on student financial aid opportunities
- campus employment, grants, and
loans - for both this summer and the

1980-81 school year. Included in the
discussion will be an explanation of increased opportunities for nonrepayable grants for students from
middle-income families.
Students will have until April 1 to
complete and file financial aid applications to get maximum consideration.
Parents with questions about financial aid at Murray State are also
welcome to meet with McDougal at
either school. Those who cannot attend
the high school sessions may visit or
call the Student Financial Aid Office,
Basement, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University ITelephone 762-2546).

American Economy Ambivalence
Zone Between Growth, Recession
By KRISTIN GOFF
"It is beginning to appear that the
AP Business Writer
underlying rate of inflation is starting
NEW YORK (API -- "The American
to explode," commented Robert
economy is in a zone of ambivalence,
Russell, director of the Council of Wage
suspended . between achieving little
and Price Stability.
growth and the risk-of falling into either
One reason has now become grimly
a small or deep recession," commented
familiar to most Americans. Oil price
a leading banking economist this past
increases, announced by members of
week.
the Organization of Petroleum Expor"The path to sustainable economic
ting Countries, are now filtering
growth seems lost to us. Inflation is
through to the consumer level.
roaring ahead."
Gasoline prices, for instance, rose 7.4
Some may disagree with Henry Kaufpercent between December and
man of Salomon Brothers, who sugJanuary,as measured by the Consumer
gested that the situation calls for the
Price Index. That was a record jump in
declaration of "a national emergency"
the 40 years the Labor Department has
with dire steps to slow government and
been tracking prices.
.private spending.
Home heating oil costs rose a steep
But signs of economic trouble were
5.3 percent in January, more than douabundant this past week.
ble in increase in the previous month.
Inflation, measured by increases in
Housing costs and transportation
consumer prices, jumped more
costs were also higher although food
between December and January than.it -costs moderated 14st month.
has since wage and price controls were
Government economists blamed rislifted by *then-Presfilent Nixon in
ing fuel costs fortnore than a quarter of
Auguit 1973.
the 1.4 percent increase in the ConAnd the prospect is for continued high
sumer Price Index in January. That
inhation in the months ahead.
large a jump, if it continued for 11 mon-

ths, would mean an annual inflation
rate of more than 18 percent, compared
to 13.3 percent at the end of last year.
While 18 percent inflation is not-exs
pected this year,the struggle to keep inflation at even low double-digit levels is
likely to prove painful.
In other business developments this
past week:
--Housing starts fell 6.3 percent in
January to their lowest level in three
years. The Commerce Department
report said housing construction on a
seasonally adjustpd annual basis was
runniag at 1.4 million units last month.
down 19 percent from a year
earlier.
-Ford Motor Co., the natioks second
$41
largest automaker, reported
million loss in the fourth quarter
ter of
1979, largely because of sagging.
domestic operations. The company said
it lost $273 million on its domestic
business in the three months,-but[nod!'
up most of that on sates Trom overseas.
The company reported earnings for the
fyrom
ear af
o yearl.1
f e7ob
, down 26 percent
r.
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IN A RUT - A truck was needed to pull this forklift out of a ditch Friday on Chestnut Street in front of Creative
Printers. The forklift, owned by Harold Swift, slid off the road as it was being started. No one was injured.'
/414.
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Happenings In Communit
Saturday,Feb. 23
Saturday,Feb.Z3
with
Out
Night
Missions
Four-Wheel Drive Pull,
Chuck Conner as speaker will sponsored by Alpha Gamma
be held at the Fellowship hall Rho fraternity at Murray
of the First Baptist Church at State University, will start at 7
6 p.m. This will be a covered p.m. at the West Kentucky
dish dinner with meat, bread Livestock and exposition
and drinks provided.
Center. Weigh-in will begin at
4:30 p.m. For information call
Dance featuring Bob Nance
753-9117 or 753-2943.
and the Blue Blazers will be
neld from 8 p.m. to 12 noon at
Sunday,Feb. 24
the Murray-Calloway Jaycee
A joint junior recital by
Building, Highway 121 North.
Julie Heil, Millstadt, Ill.,
A househola shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Stan Downs who lost
their home and contents by
fire recently will be sponsored
by the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club at the Ellis
Community Center, Murray,
from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.

piano, and Debra Alison
Dobroth, Belleville, .111., bassoon, will be held at 3:30 p.m.
in the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, Murray State University.

Moodily, Feb.2S
Baptist Women of the Oak
Grove Church will meet with
Opal Smothennan at7 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight due to the revival
services at the First United
Methodist Church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Official charter night of the
Hazel Lions Club will be held
at the cafeteria of the
Calloway County High School.

A senior voice recital by
Charlotte Tilford Harrid,
Blandville, will be held at 3:30
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Country Music Show, spon- Hall of the Fine Arts Center,
sored by the East PTC, will be Murray State University.
held at the East Calloway
Elementary School at 7 p.m.
Bridal tea for Mrs. Brenda
Turner Butler will be held at
Calloway County 4-H Fami- the fellowship hall of the Sinkly Night and Awards Banquet ing Spring Baptist Church
will be held at 6:30 p.m. in the from 2 to 4 p.m. This event
cafeteria of Calloway County will be sponsored by the Ruth
High School.
Sunday School Class of the
• Al-A-Thon is scheduled to church who invite, all friends
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman and relatives to attend.
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
Potluck supper will be servThis is a support group for
families and friends of ed at the Coldwater United
alcoholics and for information Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
prior to the revival service at
call 437-4229.
7:30p.m.
Regional Junior High School
Joint fellowship supper of
Math Bowl competition will
Bethel and Brooks Chapel
the
Hall,
Faculty
at
a.m.
9
at
start
United Methodist Churches
Murray State University.
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Lady Racers of Murray Bethel Church prior to the
State University will play a revival service at 7:30 p.m.
basketball game with MemThe Rev. and Mrs. Terry
phis State University at MemSills will be honored at a
phis, Tenn.
reception at the Jonathan
-A011Kepattment--of Mur- tivek 1343tist Assembly from
ray Woman's Club will have a 2 to 4.p.m.
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
the club house with Dr. James
Murray-Calloway County
Parry as speaker.
Softball Association for both
men and women will meet at 2
Murray Squar-A-Naders p.m. at the Calloway County
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m. High School. For information
at the Woodmen Hall with call James Bynum,753-6644.
Larry Jackson as caller.
The Panhellenic Council at
Murray State University will
conduct the door to door campaign for the Kentucky Heart
Bargain Matinee
Association here on Sunday.

Sunday 2:00
All Seats $1.50

*an nee Me nere.1.1**
c.
Hayes

t10.4.1 a
Central C rr •
lads Thur..
753-1E

Tennis League To
Play Monday At
Kenlake Center
The -Ladies Winter Tennis
League will meet Monday,
Feb. 25, at 9:15 a.m. at the
Murray High Tennis Courts to
go to Kenlake Tennis Center to
play at 10 a.m.
Pairings are as follows:
Rainey Apperson, Jeanette
Williams, Andrea Hogancamp .
and Penny Cappock.
Shirley Homra, Shelia
Farmer, Joni Billington and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Patsy Miller, Carol Boaz,
Lynn Stout and Brenda Marquardt.
Peggy Billington, Susan
Hart, Jana Hughes and Lillie
Johnson.
For a substitute persons
may call Sue Overbey, Patsy
Oakley, Ruth Pickens or
Sharon Brown.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Carrol of Hardin has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah.

; 7:20,9:30 +2:00Sun.
.74 RICHARD
EICHHOHN
FIRE1.`4
VANUA REIIRIVL

YANKS
..11 • '5.4•..13 1

4

LATE SHOW
Fn. /1. Sat 11:40 PM
Adult Errtertainment
18 Or Over Only

PADUCAH PATIENT
. Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Wavel Marine of Murray.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Susan McCarty of Murray has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Lelon Burton of Puryear,
Tenn.

SUNDAY
BUFFET
(menu changes weekly)
4.50
'

ADULT
2 o.nd.ur!cle.r)
1.
CHILDREN

Lir
‘

S250

Recreational Show, sponsored by Recreational
Organization, will open at 9
a.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road.
The show will be open to the
public from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
each day through March 2.
The Murray State University Lady Racers will play the
University of Kentucky
Women at the MSU Sports
Arena at 7 pin.
Today is the last day to drop
a course without a grade, and
the last day to change from
credit to audit at Murray State
University.
Baptist Men of the Sinking
Spring Church will meet at 6
p.m. at the church to go as a
group in the church van for a
meal at the Bonanza Steak
House, Mayfield, and then go
on a tour of the campus of MidContinent Bible College.

Tuesday,Feb.ZS

Monday,Feb.ZS

Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Community Center,
Hazel at Hazel Community
Center, and Murray at Ellis
Community Center, all at 10
Proa.m., and Nutrition Program
Meals for the Nutrition
gram For the Elderly will be for the Elderly at 12 noon at
served at 12 noon at 'The the Douglas Center.
..
Douglas Center.
Murray TOPS (take off
Creative Arts Department pounds sensibly) Club will
of Murray Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club Center.
house with Diana Rabatin to
conduct the workshop on
Faculty clarinet recital by
"Tole Painting."
Don Story will be at 8:15 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Parents Anonymous will
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
meet at 7:15 p.m. For inforMurray State University. This
mation call 759-1792.
is free and open to the public.
Ladies Winter Tennis
Mary Lee Hu, metalsmith
League will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the Murray High School from East Lansing State
Tennis Courts to go to Kenlake University, Michigan, will
Tennis Center to play at 10 give a slide presentation at
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Price
a.m.
Doyle Fine Arts Centet , Murray State University.
Tuesday,Feb.26
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Churchwide Home Mission
Unit 827 Woodmen of the
Study taught by Martha
of
home
Book
the
World will meet at
Marilyn Herndon at 7 p.m. Parker will be from 10:30 a.m.
to 1.30 p.m. at the Fellowship
with Cynthia Hart as hostess.
Hall A potluck luncheon will
Homemakers
be served and the nursery will
Suburban
Club will meet at the home of be provided.
Sue Dunn at 7 p.m.
Wednesday,Feb. 27
of Sinking Spring
Youth
County
Calloway
MurraySenior Citizens Board will Baptist Church will meet at 7
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the senior p.m. at Pagliai's for the book
citizenS office, 106 North study. They will meet at the
Fourth Street. All members church and go by van to
Pagliai's.
are urged to attend.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center with lunch served at
11:45 a.m.

Churchwide Home Mission
Book Study with Mattha
Parker as teacher will be held
at 7 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church. GAs of First Baptist Church
will have mission studies with
Clara Andrus, Barbara
Blalock, and Ystonne Miller's
the teachers.

Tau Phi Lambda
Unit Plans Meet
At Herndon Home
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Unit 827 Woodmen of the
World will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. at the home
of Marilyn Herndon with Cynthia Hart as hostess.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Ann
Spann, president.
The unit held its January
meeting at the Herndon home
with Donna Garland as
cohostess and Loretta Jobs
winning the door prize.
Ten members were present
to hear a report by the welfare
committee of food being given
a needy family and a flag being presented to Robertson
School for a December project.
The unit voted to present
another Christmas Scene in
the Murray-Calloway County
Park,for the next year. Two
American flags and one Kentucky flag will be presented to
the new Calloway County Middle School.
Marilyn Herndon was named to represent the sorority at
the Executive Council
meetings this year.
Plans are continuing to be
Made for the Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant to be held May
18; according to Sara Alexander,chaitman.

Suburban Club To
Meet Tuesday At
The Dunn Home

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 24, 1380
What kind of day will relationship. Take others' AQUARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what promises with a grain of salt. ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
- It's too soon to make a
the stars say, read the
judgment about a romantic
forecast given for your birth LIBRA
11.
situation. The temptation to
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Sign.
Seeking too much advice overspend is great. One
may
could leave you more purchase
be
ARIES
uncertain than ever. You or a unnecessary.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)IY1
1
4
:
A time for discretion in close one could be suftering PISCES
Accent ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
speech. Face facts about a from a hangover.
A family member may be
work situation. Don't try to moderation.
feeling out-of-sorts. Your
escape problems. Others seem SCORPIO
eagerness for romance could
less than cooperative.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
TAURUS
Finances could easily cause you to misinterpret
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
become a problem now for another's intentions.
You may be concerned those who overspend. A lively
YOU BORN TODAY have
about finances. Soeial life party could cause you to act
the ability to commercialize
should be esp pleasurable, but hastily in romance.
your artistic talents. Writing,
you or a close one could go SAGM:ARIUS
music,sculpture, painting and
overboard.
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
GEMINI
Relationships are iffy. Your acting are some of the fields in
(May 21 to June 20)
career expectations may be which you'd be happy. You
You could scatter -your out of line. Throw away those have a tendency to drift and
energies now and end up with rose-colored glasses and be must cultivate ambition for
success. You are drawn to
the feeling that you've practical.
jobs involving travel and the
accomplished nothing. Be CAPRICORN
sea. Real estate, banking,
skeptical of other's promises.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 id
CANCER
Others may make promisei journalism and public affairs
( June 21 to July 221
that they later fail to keep. A are other avenues of interest
Your moods fluctuate now. mix-up could occur re travel for you. At times, a desire for
Try to find a middle ground plans. Don't be careless in money can overrule other
considerations.
course
between planning activities.
and
overenthusiasm
sullenness. Others may not be
sure where you stand.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)244g
Social life may not measure
up to expectations. If so don't
try to overcompensate by
indulging in a wild spending
spree.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Career interests seem
muddled. You may become
overenthusiastic about a

El-
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Recipe Is Given

?Ai Dealt4611By Abigail Van Buren

Slices Up
Radio Ham
DEAR Al3f3Y: A second opinion. please. Or a third, fourth
or fifth: For the last eight years. George (my husband) has
shut, himself up in a room witte*ts ham:radio from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m. He eats in there, too. Never with us.'Of course, all
the kids are grown, except for our 13-year-old son whom
George only talks to to yell at. He kicked one of our
daughters out at age 16.
George is self-employed, so he works only when he wants
to. Our house is in terrible condition, inside and out. My gar
bage disposal hasn't worked in four years. and my stove
is falling apart.
Do you suppose he will ever change'? Or am I just kidding
myself? We have no friends. Never go anywhere. No social
life at all. He screams at the grandchildren. so they don't
care if they see him either.
George has a ham radio in his pick up. so if you ride with
him all you hear is static on the radio and "Shut up"! from
him.
My married kids won't come to our house. If I want to see
them, I go to theirs.
We are in-nor iate- 40s.I have thongbt-of terminating -our
marriage, but I have a few medical problems. My 13-year-old
says you'll advise us right. Please hurry.
HAD IT IN D.C.
DEAR HAD rr IN D.c.: If this has been going on for
eight years, I doubt if anything you say or do will change
George. Ask yourself: "Am I better, off with or without
him?" Then make your decision. Whatever you decide, I
wish you happiness. You deserve it.
DEAR ABBY! I am a Protestant who has friends of all
faiths. One of my Jewish friends died recently, and I went to
the mortuary to pay my last respects.
While there, a Roman Catholic woman I know came in,
knelt before the casket, made the sign'of the Cross over the
casket, said a short prayer, and they made the sign of the
cross again!
Abby. surely Catholics must know that Jewish people do
not kneel, nor do they wish' to have others kneel before
them. I think for her to have made the sign of the cross over
a Jew wis in the worst possible taste. I welcome your
opinion.
APPALLED IN BOSTON

By CECI1N BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
Paella Valeneiana
COffee Caramel Custard
CARAMEL CUSTARD
It's sometimes called Flan.
1 cup sugar
4 cup water
4 large eggs
1 2 teaspoon vanilla
Pinch of salt 2 cups milk, heated to
lukewarm
In an 8-inch skillet over
moderate heat stir together
cup sugar with the water until
sugar dissolves: continue
cooking, without stirring, until
golden brown. Pour into a
round' 8-by 2-inch cake pan:
tilt to coat bottom and sides;
cool for 30 minutes. Beat
together, just until blended,
the eggs, remaining sugar,
vanilla, salt and 12 cup of the
milk; add remaining milk and
beat to. blend. Strain into
caramelized pan. Place in a
round 10- by 2-inch cake pan;
add enough water to thepan to
come up as high as custard.
-preheated- -3W-Bakedegree oven until a knife inserted near center comes out
clean - 40 minutes. Cool in a
pan of cold water. Cover with
saran and . chill. Unmold.
Makes6 servings.

Captain D's
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SH DINNER

The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet Tuesday, Feb.
26, at 7 p.m. at the home of Sue
Dunn,
All members and interested
persons are inVited to attend,
a club spokesman said.
The club held its January
DEAR MEMORY-MAKER: Thanks for • timely
meeting at the home of Sue reminder that it's always later than we think. Women, urge
Adams with Sue Dunn your men to enipt,tbe fruits of their labor now! And if they
alone
presiding and Lillian Dunn resist, tell 'ern its no fun for•widow to see the world
on her husband's insurance policy.
giving reports.
Sue Adams gave the major
• CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: The number of people in our
lesson on "Home Heating hi country who do not bother to vote is a national scandal. If
An Emergency," and An- you aren't registered, call the headquarters of the political
nabell Russell gave the minor party bf your choice and find out where toregister so you
lesson on "Family Recrea- will be eligible to vote. And come election day, vote! The
person who says be isn't interested is politics in like,•
tion.",
Other members .present drowsing man who says he isn't interested in water!
•
were Jo Farley, Pat Rogers,
-1,71kno..Wilson,..lo -Hancock,_
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
Lou .McGary, and fiffsarma
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Miller. A guest was Toopie
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Thomas.
Send $1 and • long, stamped 129 centsi self-addressed
Refreshments were served envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
by Sue Adams and Sue Dim.
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You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish filets
you can eat
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Murray, Kentucky

what
a sale.

DEAR APPALLED: The Roman Catholic woman was
praying in her way, and should not be criticized.
She did not make the sign of the cross "over" a Jew. One
makes the sign of the cross as a salutation to the Lord prior
to offering a prayer. The sign of the cross is made again
afterward to close the prayer.
DEAR ABBY: I work for a travel agency and love it. But
the'-one aspect of my job that saddens me is seeing so many
widows booking tours, hoping to meet others in the same cir
cumstances.
The most common remark I hear is."How I wish my dear
departed husband could have lived to take this trip with me!
He worked so hard all his life, and just when he could have
relaxed and enjoyed life, he died."
So, Abby, tell your readers not to put off those vacation
trips too long. Take a trip, and make some
memories-together!
MEMORY MAKER IN MILWAUKEE
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Shop our Fantabulous February Furniture
Sale' Find everything that's new and exciting at special savings. Top brand names
you know and trust, values you can see in
a minute Decorating advice at no charge
Convenient budget terms, of course.

why
wait?
-SEitfCTION S,
QUALITY AND SAVINGS
WERE NEVER BETTER

Rhodes Burford
Southside of -Sciudre
Mayfield

4
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Changes Come Into Effect
For '79 Income Tax Returns
(Editor's Note: This is the
first in a series of five articles
concerning income tax
returns to appear on the
business page.)
Although there were no
major changes in the Income
tax law for individuals last
year, a number of previously
enacted changes will come
into effect for the first time on
our 1979 federal income tax
returns.
The Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants
has reviewed these federal
income tax changes to alert
taxpayers on what to expect
when preparing 1979 income
tax returns.
A key change is the loss of
the general tax credit - the
greater of $35 per exemption,
or Xwo percent of the first
$9,600 of taxable income. To
compensate for that loss of up
to $180 - or even more for
larger families-the personal

Robert Norsworthy
Named Senior
Vice President

-

Hoeg, Knight, Schmauss
Receive Appointments
From Fisher Price Toys

Robert J. Norsworthy has
been named a senior vice
president in J. Walter
Thompson Company's eastern
division. He is a management
supervisor in JWT's New York
office.
Norsworthy .joined JWT in
Ai- • - An .a.ccount
--1968
representative in the Detroit
office. He also served at JWT
Chicago. He was named a vice

and dependency exemptions phased out at $10,000.
have been raised from $750 to
Parents who claim child$1,000.
care costs incurred in order to
The zero bracket amount hold a job, may now pay a
ZBA) - once known as the relative to provide child care,
standard deduction and so long as that relative is not a
available to taxpayers who dependent.
don't itemize - has been
In ap effort to offset the
raised to $2,300 for singles and affects of inflation on any
to $3,400 for those filing salary increase you might
jointly. If the deductions you realize, Congress broadened
claim don't exceed these the tax brackets, making it
amounts, consider using the possible to earn more money
convenient short form 1040A, without going into a higher tax
and taking the MA.
bracket. This doesn't work
The deduction for political completely, however, because
contributions has been if the dollar keeps shrinking,
abolished, but the credit for and the tax rate is not
contributions has doubled. shrinking - then we aren't
You can now get a credit of up really staying even.
to $100 on a joint return ($50 on
Employers will want to note
a single return). Gasoline tax
the jobs credit, intended
that
personal
a
is no longer
the hiring of the
encourage
to
itemized deduction on your
hard-core unemployed, has
but
return,
tax
federal income
been modified to place emit is still deductible as a
phasis on the hiring of specific
The
expense.
business
types of individuals: Vietnam
mileage rate has been inveterans, certain welfare
cents.
18%
to
17
from
creased
the handicapped,
recipients,
Some previously untaxed
the young and some exincome will be taxed for the
convicts. The investment
first time this year. Part of
peror credit has been made
unemployment
any
and has been
madent
take
disability benefits that
liberalized. It also has been
your -income past the $20,000
extended to cover the purjoint
a
mark ($25,000 on
chase of certain buildings return), now are subject to
mostly used in agriculture taxation.
the rehabilitation of some
and
The refundable maximum
buildings that have been in use
for
credit
come
earned-in
.
20 years.
low-income at least
parents in
The
rules
taxincreased
covering
been
has
brackets
to equal 10 percent of the first qualified pension plans have
s5,0sisme.If you _ been simplified to make, it_
_have no tax"liability _because- - easier for--a small et*er to
yees'
you do not meet the income take care of his e.
rough
requirements, you may still be retirement needs
eligible for the credit, simply contributions into Individual
bY filing a tax return. And, if Retirement Accounts. Where
your tax bill is less than your the employer does make such
credit, the difference is contributions into an IRA, the
refunded. The -credit starts limits have been raised on how
decreasing, however, as your much can be invested in a plan
income increases beyond each year; it's now 15 percent
$5,000 and is completely of earned income, up to $7,500.

Another Jewel Added

Robert J. Norsworthy
account
and
president
supervisor in 1973. In 1976 he
was named a management
supervisor and transferred tn
Los Angeles.
He joined the New York
office in his present position in
1977.
Prior to joining JWT,
Norsworthy served as administrative aide to Senator
Griffin of Michigan and as
assistant press secretary to
Michigan's Governor Romney. He is a 1962 graduate of
Ferris State College in Big
Rapids, Michigan where he
was a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Norsworthy grew up in
Murray, where his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Norsworthy still reside. He
and his wife Connie and their
daughter, Lee-Clark currently
live at 36 Alden Road in
Greenwich, Connecticut.

Another jewel has been added to the Poppy Shoppe familyieSe to speak.
Maxine McLemore has joined Art, Barbara and David
Jewell on the Poppy Shoppe
staff. She , will serve as a
designer for the company.
McLemore previously had
worked 25 years with another

florist shop before being
employed by the Poppy
Shoppe.
McLemore and her husband, Ralph, live iq Benton.
He is employed by'the PennWalt Corp.
All of McLemore friends are
invited to visit her at the Poppy Shoppe.

EAST AURORA, N.Y. Fisher-Price Toys has announced the appointment of
Jens F. Hoeg as director of
purchasing, Haskel G. Knight,
Jr. as director of quality
control, and Daniel J. Schmauss as directer of
production control.
Hoeg, formerly manager of
purchasing, joined Fisher-

Kay Morrissey (right) and lecturer, Janet Housden who lectures in Murray display a
new cookbook being given free in all Weight Watchers classes. The book entitled
"Kay Morrissey's Recipes To Get You Started" is designed to help anyone succeed on
total weight control program. Examples of the Weight Watchers art are shown here.
Kay has lost 42 pounds on the Weight Watchers Program and kept it off 13 years.
Weight Watchers is held in Murray every Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main Street.

Sam Parker (left), general manager of WSJP radio, presents six tapes of
PRESENTS TAPES
Norman Vincent Peale's "The American Character' to, Margaret Trevnthan, librarian of the
Murray-Calloway County Library. The award-winning series relates true-life vignette of a contemporary American typifying the good things happening across the country. "The American
InCharacter" was first broadcast March 27, 1978, and is underwritten as a public service by
library.
the
in
available
be
will
tapes
The
Corp.
ternational Telephone and Telegraph

Bourbon Losing Popularity

The popularity of bourbon, behind Canadian Mist, Jack
that traditional Kentucky Daniel's relies on ads meant to
spirit, has decreased in recent conjure up the image of a
years as younger consumers distillery in a Tennessee
turned to wine, vodka and gin. hollow. The distillery is acBut Kentucky's leading tually one of Tennessee's
distilleries remain optimistic largest tourist attractions,
about the future of bourbon, drawing about 100,000 visitors
which was first distilled in the annually.
Jack Daniel's exclusive
state in the 1700s.
is enhanced by shortages
aura
doomsday
"I keep hearing
approaches about bourbon.....of the brand, which occur
Bourbon is still the number often at retail outlets. "It is in
two selling category out there, short supply. We went through
after vodka, and it's number Christmas short. We sold
one in many states," said Paul everything we had. At present
A. Casi, president of Glen- the brand is on allocation, and
Co., 'we've seen nothing td indicate
Distilleries
more
it would be removed," said W.
Louisville.
in
ered
headquart
Glenmore's two bourbons L. Lyons Brown Jr., president
did well in 1979, with of Louisvilleybased Brown--Yellowstone showing a 13 -Forman.
Sales of Jack Daniel's
percent sales increase and
19 percent during 1978
'lumped
-Kentucky T5i.J.Z;".".:-0.-ARstiat.-when additional supplies
cent,
Some premium bourbons became available; in certain
has
showed impressive sales test markets where supply
growth
the
unlimited,
been
Jack
with
increases in 1979,°
Daniel's black label, the rate reached 25 to 40 percent.
Although economists are
Brown-Forman Distillers
Corp. entry, showing a hefty still warning that a recession
15.7 percent sales increase, will probably occur sometime
the
Although technically a this year, Mr. Brown said
JOINS STAFF - Maxine McLemore recently has joined the
industry is
beverage
alcoholic
some
whiskey,
e
Tennesse
staff at the Poppy Shcippe.
industry reports classify Jack considered relatively resilient
DaniePs as a- bourbon: The during hard times, although
firm's number two seller consumers may switch
categories or trade down.
We at the
"Oe the other hand, superpremium brands like Jack
. Daniel's have had dramatic
growth throughout these
The executive committee of
the Kentucky Restaurant periods," said Brown.
Sales of two BrownAssociation has recommended
that its statewide membership Forman bourbons, Early
neither purchase nor sell Times and Old Forester,
slipped during 1979. Brown
Russian products.
committee
said the overall trend for
The executive
consisting of Mike Kull, bourbon over the past eight
Burger Queen Enterprises;
Bob Ehlers, Executive West;
Howard Poole, Dizzy Whizz;
Frank Wolnitzek, Co-Wo
Dick
and
Enterprises
Thomas, Brass Lantern. said,
-"This is a time when we
believe that business and
industry-must be behind our
PreSident. In this Way, we feel
our membership can take a
We've Got the Shield
strong stand in support of the
for You
natiolal interest."
Themost obvious products
affected will be Russian vodka
and caviar.
* memorandum stating the.
Restaurant
Kentucky
Association policy is bell*
2101" Mfil0
4148q
F'11,00
sent to all its members immediately.

Bank of Murray

Group Not To Deal With Russians.

offer our

years has been slight annual
sales declines, although those
are lessening, while some
premium brands show increases.

Jens F. Hoeg
Price in 1964, and has experience in international sales
and marketing as well as in
domestic traffic and purchasing operations. From 1972
to 1974, he was managing
director of Fisher-Price Sales
Ltd. in the United Kingdom.
Born in Denmark, Hoeg
holds a bachelor's degree in
.Daniel J.Schmauss
business,administration from
in
School
Aarhus Business
sylvania with a bachelor's
degree in economics.
making the anIn
nouncement John Zahorjan,_ _
vice president of 'operations,
said the promotions reflect the
increased scope of responsibility in each function due to
the substantial growth in
Fisher-Price operations over
the last few years.

Haskel G. Knight, Jr.
that country and an MBA from
the University of Western
Ontario.
Knight, formerly manager
of quality control, joined
Fisher-Price in 1973 as
manager of quality control at

OUTLET OUTLOOK
, NEW YORK 1AP) — Audio
electronics manufacturers are
exPanding their dealer networks to include major
department stores and appliance retailers.
-Manufacturers are expanding the consumer audio
market by bringing stereo
products to high traffic
locations," says Harry Elias
of US JVC Corp.,a producer of
stereo products.

distributor,
DONATING TANK OF GASOHOL — Joe Belcher (middle), local Amoco
to a city
Street
12th
S.
on
donates a tank of gasohol from the Murray Amoco Station
ftherton,
Robert
and
(left)
Henley
B.
Melvin
car. With Belcher are Murray Mayor
unleaded
station operator. The station started selling gasohol, a mixture of 90 percent
gasoline and 10 percent 200 proof denatured alcohol, Feb. 5.

How di`rothers
save on taxes?
Your CPA knows.

•

of
The best known and respected service
his
to
Due
advisor.
tax
of
a CPA is that
knowledge of complex tax provisions
susceptible to constant change. your CPA is
in
the best and most reliable source for help
least
the
at
ns
obligatio
tax
satisfying
t
possible cost. A Certified Public Accountan
tax
overall
provide
to
qualified
is
(CPA)
planning for the individual partnership; corporation, or estate. The CPA is a
professional trained to provide answers to
the many tax problems you encounter.
Certified Public Accounts are professionals
authorized by laW to perform the fullerange
serof accounting services. For tax advisory
"Ac.
under
Pages
Yellow
your
vice consult
counts—Certified Public."

Congratulations
to

Robert J. Norsworthy
Maxine McLemore
Jens F. Hoeg
Haskel G. Knight,Jr.
Daniel J.Schmauss

its plant in Murray. He joined
the Divisional quality control
staff in East Aurora in 1975
and was named its manager a
year later.
registered
Knight, a
Professional Engineer, is a
graduate of Middle Tennessee
State University with a
bachelor's degree in industrial
management.
Schmauss, formerly
manager of production control, is a 14 year veteran with
Fisher-Price. He has experience in administrative
management, information
systems and personnel both at
the company's East Aurora
and Medina operations.
Schmauss is a graduate of
the University of Penn-

If You Own
a Farm...

CPA
Moro them title, it's u profession

Michael H.,Kelkr201 S 6th Street
41111105

Certified Public Accountant

_

753-8918.
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By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

'Sorry For Teddy'

Cl
on'
WA.SHINGTON - A prominent
Rumsfeld, now a Chicago inDemocratic politician invited to Sen.
dustrialist (president of G.D. Saarie
Edward ad.,,Kennedy's rambling
and Co.),is widely viewed as a leader of
McLean, Va., home for dinner before
Republican fortunes in Illinois once he
his Jan. 28 attack on President Carter
returns to public life. What's more, his
described the scene as "kind of sad and
closest friends and supporters in the
lonely."
state Republican party vigorously
Present in the senator's house were
oppose Reagan for president. Hints of a
only Kennedy's campaign manager,
Reagan-Rumsfeld ticket could conbrother-in-law Stephen Smith, and a
ceivably cool their opposition.
servant. Kennedy's wife, Joan, lives in
Rumsfeld's closest political ally,
Boston. His children were not in
Gerald R. Ford, is adamantly antievidence.
Reagan. That's why Ilurnsfeld surKennedy's dinner guest said later he
prised listeners at one private meeting
when he revealed he does not oppose
felt "kind of sorry" for his old friend
Teddy and the "ineptitude" of his race
Reagan's nomination. He has also
for the nomination. Many other
allowed in private that he considers
Democrats agree.
Reagan, Sen. Howard Baker and John
This was one of a series of McLean
B. Carnally as the three most serious
meetings between Kennedy and leading
presidential contenders. The notable
Democrats, most of them fellow
omission: Rumsfeld's colleague in the
liberals. He was looking for advice on
Ford Cabinet, George Bush.
how to revitalize his disintegrating
SEARS' EX-FRIEND
presidential race. Out of it all came
Harsh words by key Bush political
little more than the standard Kennedy
operative David Keene against hit.
fare, spiced by tight economic controls
former friend and colleague, Reagan
to stem inflation.
campaign manager John Sears, surFRASER'S ADVICE TO TEDDY
prised many politicians but in fact
Liberal labor leader Douglas Fraser
climax a steady deterioration of their
did not extract a pledge from Sen.
formerly close relationship.
Kennedy to come out for wage and
During Ronald Reagan's 1976 bid for
price controls as the price of his imthe presidency, Keene was Sears'
portant endorsement, as many
trusted lieutenant. But ever since
Democratic politicians believe.
Keene accepted a top spot in George
Fraser, president of the United Auto
Bush's campaign last year. Sears has
Workers (UAW), was surprised that
referred to him privately in conKennedy was so specific about controls
descending terms.
in his Georgetown University speech
At the Southern Republican Con-Jan. 28 seeking to recapture the
ference in New Orleans recently, Sears
lthtl4Ive in the-presidential campaign.
greeted Keene coolly without a word of
Intimates of Fraser say that the labor
congratulation for Bush's victory in the
leader expected only that Kennedy
Iowa caucuses less than two weeks
would declare a willingness to freeze
earlier. It was shortly thereafter that
wages and prices - plus rents and
the Washington Post quoted Keene as
interest rates - if inflation was still
saying: "I sometimes think that
roaring eying when he took the oath of
George Bush and those of us who work
office. Instead, Kennedy came out for
for him have far more respeet for
complete 'government controls now,
Ronald Reagan than Sears does."
Including controls over profits (which
BUSH'S CUMB
•
he did not hilly explain in his speech).
George Bush's quick climb in the
VP RUMSFELD?
polls after his smashing win in Iowa
Just as campaigning gets serious for
was evident even in the Deep South
pie crucial Illinois Republican primary
state of South Carolina, where the
'March 18, Ronald Reagan's operatives
transplanted New Englander has never
are floating the name of a distinguished been strang.
Illinois Republican as his possible vice
A telephone bank installed by Reagan
president: ex-Rep. and ex-Defense forces in the 2nd congressional district
Secretary Donald Ransfeld.
showed Bush tripling his strength after

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

You Can Do Something
About Rising Prices
NEW YORK (AP) - Tyler Hicks'
45th book reached the bookstores this
month, in time to serve as a lifesaver
for thousands who feel they are drowning in a turbulent sea of rising prices.
Right off,Ty tells you that you are not
helpless - that you can do something
about it, that your activities aren't
limited to fuel conservation and Otherwise avoiding costly bills.
There are clear limits in that direction, he observes, such as when you
reach the point of taking cold showers
in the morning or eating pasta each
night because other foods exceed your
budget.
You can take action. You can add to
your income by starting a small
business that you can run from your
home: real estate investments, a mail
order company, even a newspaper
.-oute.
More than 450 pages of such ideas fill
Tyler Hicks' Encyclopedia of Wealthluilding Secrets," published by Parker
i'ublishing Co., Inc. West Nyack,
N.Y.? at $12.50, and destined to be a
best-seller.
Nothing unusual about that; Ty
licks' books generally are big sellers,
dthough many more are purchased by
• nail than in bookstores.
Ty, in his mid-50s, is a top executive
Nith a major, bluechip firm, to which
le is dedicated and that seemingly
..%ould drain his energy.
It doesn't. In his spare time he makes
another, six-figure income. He writes,
course, and he runs a newsletter and
.t financial concern and a marine proalas company and a mail order firm.
'At 14 he began working in building
mdintenance and kept at it until he was
22, with breaks to serve in the merchant
irgoine. He earned his engineering
degree at 28 after persistant years of
night school.
Many edgineering books followed, including at least one standard reference
• •. work that took a decade to complete.
His money books are a bit different; he
has even written them on commuter
.3
:trains.
They are pethaps different aLao in
that many of the ideas he writes about
are based ands omit experiesces.
acted because I had to act," he said. If
he didn't, he couldn't have afforded
even pasta.

iie recommends that people consider
not just real estate, mail order and
newspaper routes, but teaching, consulting, import-export, writing, or the
utilization of whatever'skill theimight
possess.
But don't you need money to start?
Not always. Ty describes ways to buy
income real estate with little or no
money down. He reminds readers that
wholesale newspaper routes require little down and may provide up to $300 a
week for a couple of hours a day.
When capital is required, the encylopedia lists private sources of funds,
culled from his $24-a-year newsletter,
International Wealth Success(Merrick,
N.Y.), with the help of an associate,
Sean Beach.
Can anyone put his or her wits to
work in a sideline business? No, he
answers a bit hesitantly; his urge was
to say they could. "But many, many
can," and his files of letter document
the statement.
If only, he says, they begin the
journey. When you begin, he says,
things take on another shape; what
looked.impossible really isn't.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
Presented for the purpose of
,providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper woulji
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who flo not agree with art editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
maividual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discus.sed with -a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has.
not been discussed on this page and a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of'the general public,
we weleorn'e a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be. •

the Iowa caucuses from 6 percent just
before the caucuses to 18 percent right
after.
Reagan declined only marginally,
which demonstrates his grass roots
appeal. John B. Connally, who has
made special efforts to win the March
11 South Carolina primary,stayed level
-just under 18 percent. Most of Bush's
growth came from the undecided vote,
which ciimlni.shed from 35 percent to 22
percent. Reagan phone banks in other
South Carolina congressional districts
showed similar results.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Teachers in the Murray and Calloway
County School Systems were on the job
this morning in spite of the walkout
over the state of 27,000 of the 33,000
members of the Kentucky Education
Association. In the first district only
Carlisle County and the two local school
systems were in session today.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sadie
Colson, 80, Darrell Shoemaker, 52, and,.
Mrs. Dorothy Holland,54.
Wade Roberts has been promoted to
Fire Control Assistant for the First
District of the Kentucky Division of
Forestry.
The membership of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church voted overwhelmingly to accept the hcommendation of
the building committee on a building

program to begin as soon as possible.
The church building burned on Dec.8 of
last year, according to the Rev. Terry
Sills, pastor.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs, Loyd Humphrey on Feb. 18, a
girl to Mi. and Mrs. Richard Whited on
Feb. 20, and a girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sterling Schweir, Jr., on Feb. 22.
Miss Cyndy Mather and Billy Carroll
were married Dec. 27 at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tennessee
in a basketball game to clinch its tie for
second place in the Ohio Valley Conference. High team scorers. were Jim
Young for Murray and Terry Scott for
Middle.

-20-Years-Ago ...
Five Murray boys have enllste4tn the
United States Army. They are
nny
K. Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs.
K.
Wells; John D. Vance,son of Mrs. Odell
Vance; Hugh T. Hurt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Hurt; William N.
McLemore, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
C. McLemore; and Felix E. Roberts,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Tax Roberts.
Deaths reported include Carlie E.
Miller,81,and Mrs. Jackie G. Garrison,
18.
Robert Young, Calloway County Tax
Commissioner, announced that the
total assessment in the county as of
Ian. 1, 1959, amounted to $24,113,214. Of

this amount $16,883,315 is subject to
local taxes. This represents an increase
in the 10 year period of more than 100
per cent for Calloway County.
Gale Treas, Mary Beth Bane', Faye
neach, Janice Perry, Judy Simmons,
Shelia Smith, Jewel Crick and Carl
Howard are new members recently initiated into the Beta Club of Kirksey
'ugh School.
Mrs J. D. Peterson spoke on
"Famous Homes" at the meeting of the
J. N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy held at
thehome of Mrs. W.P. Roberts.

3011ears Ago
The season sales of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market now amounts
to 6,184,652,000 pounds for a total of
$1,553,141.66 with an average of $25.33
per hundred weight reported.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lizzie
Bazzell,75.
A special feature story written by
James C. Williams on Larry Kerley,
local businessman and formerly with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, is
published today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry G. Smith on Feb. 19, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Nelson on
Feb. 20, and a girl, Pamela Kay,to Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Lassiter on Jan. 20.

The Revs. George Stayer, Leon Winchester, Sherman Holt; Marvin Miller,
Wendell Hone,H. C. Chiles, T. T. Crabtree and H.F. Paschall will be speakers
at the Bible Institute to be held Feb. 23
to 26 at the West Fork Baptist Church,
according to the pastor, the Rev. E. A.
Somers.
The Rev. Dr. H. Leo Eddleman is the
speaker this week at a meeting at the
First Baptist Church.
In high school basketball games
Mayfield beat Murray Training with
high team scorers being Walt Apperson
for Mayfield and Gene Outland for Murray Training.

40 Years Ago
An increase of about 3,000,000 pounds
of dark fired tobacco In Calloway County over the 7,000,000 pounds sold last
year was predicted today by tobacco
men of Murray. Some estimates for the
crop this year were as high as 11,000,000
pounds. This week's average price was
.$7.81 per hundred weight.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. L. B. Jones, 83, Mrs. Mary Jane
Acree,Heron Hurt,36,and Dr. J. E. Littleton, 73.
A campaign for testing of eyes and
fitting of glasses for indigent children of
Calloway County through the facilities
of the Kentucky Association of Optometrists will begin immediately, according to Dr. 0. C. Wells of Murray
who is associate director of Public
Health Optometry for the Western Division of Kentucky.
The Ledger and Times, the weekly
paper of Murray and Calloway County,
has recently announced as its policy

that it would accept no whiskey or beer
advertisements.
Installation of an after hour
depository in the Peoples Savings Bank
has been completed and is now
available for use by the public, according to T. H.IStokes, president.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. And Mrs. Erwin Clayton on
Feb. 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Young on Feb. 18, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Miller on Feb. 21.
Elected as superlatives of the senior
class of Murray High School were Hal
K. ICingins, Frances Sledd, G. W. Gardner, Nancy Whitnell, Thtimas Farley,
and Mayme Ryan.
The evening classes for farmers conducted by W. H. Brooks at the Murray
Training School opened on Feb. 19.
Ham is listed as selling for 35 cents
per pound in the ad for Tolley and Carson Food Market, East Side of the court
square.

50 Years Ago
The Murray Loose Leaf Tobacco
Market showed a slight gain this week
with 226,450 pounds of leaf being sold
and bringing an'average of $10.72. The
general seasonal average thus far is
$10,37 per hundred weight.
On the front page Of the feature'seclion of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, St.
Louis, Mo., for Sunday, Feb. 23, a full
page write-up of Nathan Stubblefield
"Hailed As Inventor of Radio's will lip, pear. The article includes a three color
illustration of his radio, photographs of
his home and family, his demonstration
OR the Potortihr, and other reproductions of niteresting scenes of Murray.
Deaths reported this week include
Jostph B. Finney,95.
For the first time in the history of the
aqua' event,-..the New Concord High
1

School Basketball Team won the
Calloway County Basketball Tournament in the finals played here Feb. 15.
Hilda Gray Harmon, Hazel School,
won the Calloway County Spelling
Championship in a contest held at Murray on Feb. 15. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Harmon._
A total of 201 students from Calloway
County are enrolled for the spring
semester ,pt Murray State Teachers
College.
Fire Chief A. G. Hughes.has issued a
special warning to Murray citizens to
be especially careful in burning grass
and leaves this week.
Births reported this ‘ieek include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts on
Feb. 16, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Trevathan on Feb. 16.

Echoes- From The Past By Judy Maupin
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The Haden Family
Mrs. Esther Mazza, of San Luis
and he died in ISO in Surrey County,
Obispo, California, has written to me
Virginia.
asking for any help I can give her on
On the Haden line, John wai the son
tracing her family. My own records did
of Anthony and Drucilla Roundtree
not produce much that would be of help
Haden. Rachel Reynolds' father was
to her,so I thought that some readers of
Isaac Reynolds. There are also
this column might be able to.
Moseys and Douglases tied into the
Mrs. Mazza wrote, "I would like to
Haden line.
know if Silas Haden Sr., born 1812, in
If anyone would like to correspond
Virginia, was buried in Trigg County.
and exchange information with Mrs.
was always told he was at the Primitive
Mazza, please do so. Or if you wish,
Baptist (apparently Cumberland
send the information to me and I will
Church) Cemetery, now under the lake.
pass it on to her.
"My father zies born and grew up at
tinder'R
.T.a:Tis&rhyg
rarElYtiliet dad-.
grandmother. Do you know anyone
working on the Crass line? or any of the
others listed - Craig, Griffin, Lancaster, Bogard?"
Below is a run-down of the family tree
Mrs. Mazza enclosed. If anyone would
like to correspond with her and perhaps
ilrece together some of the missing
information, her address is Mrs. Esther
Mazza, 344 Henderson Street, San Luis
Obispo, California 93401.
She was Esther Ellen Haden, born
August 25, 1923, in Campbell County,
Wyoming. Parents were Silas Haden,
born October 10, 1889, Trigg County,
Kentucky; died August 15, 1969 in
Campbell County, Wyoming; and Dora
Ellen Barkley, born September 29, 1896
In Edgar County, Illinois.
Parents of Silas: John Madison
Haden, born February 27, 1858 in Trigg
County; died November 4, 1933,
By The Associated Press Married January 8, 1889 to Julia Elnora
Today is Saturday, Feb. 23, the 54th
Crass, born 1870 in Trigg County, died
day of 1980. There are 312 days left in
1962 in Campbell County, Wyoming.
the year.
John Madison Haden's parents were
Today's highlight in history:
Silas Haden, born 1812 in Campbell
On Feb. 23, 1836, the siege of _the
County, Virginia; died January 1, 1862,
Alamo began in San Antonio, Texas.
In Trigg County, Ky. Married Louisa
Eleven days later, the last of the TexAnn Lancaster August 13, 1843; she was
ans were overrun and killed by Mexborn August 7, 1825 and died August 26,
ican attackers.
1869 in Trigg County.
On this date:
Silas Haden's parents were John and
In 1954, the first mass inoculation of
Rachel Reynolds Haden, no dates.
children with the Salk anti-polio vacLouisa Lancaster Haden's parents
cine
were Wiley Lancaster, born Nov. 11,
_ began in Pittsburgh.
Ten years ago, the Republic of
1807, died August 16, 1863 in Trigg
Guyana, once British Guinea, formally County. He married Nancy Craig
ended its association with Great Britain
October 24, 1824; she was born in 1806
but remained within the 'Comand died August 16, ISM, in Trigg
monwealth.
County.
Five years ago, the American deciJulia Crass' parents were William
sion to end its arms embargo against
Thomas Crass, born 1841 in Henry
Pakistan drew the wrath of India.
County, Tennessee and died in Trigg
Last year, the United Nations SecuriCounty, date unknown. He married
ty Council held an urgent session to
Hester Ann Bogard February 7, 1863.
discuss the American call for an imShe was born June 25, 1848 and died
mediate ceasefire in Indochina anti the
March 21, 1905, in Trigg County.
withdrawal of foreign troops from CamHester's parents were Charles
bodia and Vietnam.
Columbus Bogard, born Jan. 29, 1814 in
Today's birthdays: Reporter and
Stewart County, Tennessee and died
historian William Starer is 76. New
August 16, 1854 in Trigg County. He
York Yankee baseball coach Elston
married Elitha Griffin, born February
Howard is 50.
27, 1819 in Northampton County, North
Thought for today: Only a mediocre
Carolina and died April 8, 1890 in Trigg
person is always at his best. - W.
County. They are buried in the Bogard
Somerset Ma ugham (1874-1965)
Cemetery, Trigg County. William
Thomas Crass's parents are unknown.
C.C. Bogard's parents were Charles
Bogard (died 1836 in Stewart County,
Tennessee) and Mary Jane Chism,
There lc no better way to start out
birth and death dates unknown. This is
the day than by looking unto God in
as far as she has been able to go with
prayer and by reading His word
the ilogard family.
Howbeit many of (hens which heard Wiley Lancaster's parents were Levi,
the word believed; Acts 4:4
born September 22, 1774 in North
Carolina, died January 21, 1844, in
Milliray Ledger & Times
Trigg County; and Faithy Futrell, born
(USPS306-700)
March 24,1760 in Northampton County,
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
North Carolina, and died 1872 in Trigg
Editor
R.Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Lodger & Times is published
County. They married October 3, 1799 in
every afternoon except Sunders. July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanleghing by
Northampton County, N. C. Mrs. Mazza
Murray Newsmen, Inc.; 103 N. 4th Si.,
has not been able to trace Levi LanMurray,Ky,0071 Second Om Postage
Paid at
Murray,Ky.43071.
caster" any further backs.
SUBSCFUPTION RAM: In ireas served by
Faithy Futrell's parents were
carriers, 01.00 per month,
in advance
By mall in Calloway Count',payable
Thomas Futrell, born 1745 in North
ape to asenturi,
rasi din, Mayfield,Sedalia and rermington,Ky ,and
Carolina _died 1799 there. He married
Paris. Buchanan and Piirrear, Ta,, $21.00 per
year. By mail to other destinations. 1137.59 per
Sara Bittle, born 1745 in North Carolina
year.
and died December 18, 1817 in Christian
Member of Aasocisted Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
County (now Trigg), Kentucky.
Amacielation.
Thomas Futrell's father was John
The Associated Preis is.ncliliteetl entitled to
republish local news originated by The
Futrell, born 1715 in Surrey County,
Murray
Lodger blInts 41941 aa*ether Apse,..
Virginia, married Martha (last name
TELEPHOWNUMBERB
Blaffirille Care
unknown) in 1735, and died in 1788.
753-1914
Classified Advertidng
753-1916
Thomas's father was Thomas Futrell
Ratall Dispiay I Advertising
753-1919
amdation
also, born 1670 in Surrey, County,
753-1616
News and Sports Dept
753-11116
Virginia; his father waS also Thomait,
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Episcopal Church
Plans Services

House Kills Dance Contest Bill

Morning prayer will be held
Sunday. Feb. 24, at 9:15 a.m.
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
at the St. John's Episcopal -A Senate-passed bill to allow
Church, located at 1620 Main dance contests to be held in
Street, Murray.
where alcoholic
places
Acolytes will be Tim Burchfield, Ben Moore and Sanur
Mahfoud. Bill Kyle and Frank
Blodgett will be lay readers.
Cindy Hale will be in charge of
the nursery.
Church School and Adult
"What Is A Human Being?"
Class will be held at 10:30 a.m. will be the subject of the seron Sunday.
Rev. Dr. David C.
mon by
Roos at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service on Sunday, Feb. 24, at
the First Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ. His
scripture will be from Psalm8.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Max"What Should We Expect ine Clark as organist, will sing
From Christianity" with the anthem,"The ,Hem of His
scripture from Isaiah 2:3-5 Robe."
will be the sermon topic for
The ordinance of holy bapthe Rev. John Churchwell of tism will be held - during the
the Hazel and Mason's Chapel morning service.
United Methodist Churches en
Assisting in the service will
Sunday,Feb. 24.
be Bailey Gore, Walt ApperServices at Mason's chapel son, John 0. Pasco, Sr., Henry
will be at 10 a.m. with Sunday Fulton, Dr. Clegg Austin, John
School at 11 a.m. At Hazel Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan
Sunday School will be at 10 McKeel, Steve Shaw, Buffy
a.m. with morning worship at Greer and Stephanie Lucas.
11 a.m.
Greeters will be Mr. and
The United Methodist Youth Mrs. Walt Appprson and Mr.
Fellowship will meet at the and Mrs.Jim Boone.
Hazel Church on Sunday at
The first in a series of Chris4:45 p.m;
tian Perspectives to Sex
A Lenten Meditation Education, Parenting and the
discussing Christ's Seven Family will be held from 5 to
Words From The Cross will be 7:30 p.m. for the youth of the
held on Wednesday,Feb. 27, at church.
7 p.m. at the church parSunday School will be at 9:30
sbnage.
a.m.

Christian Church
To Hear Pastor At
Morning Services,

Hazel And Mason's
Chapel Churches To
Hear Pastor Speak

beverages are sold has been
killed by the House.
Opponents said Thursday
that it would encourage drinking and crime.
Senate Bill 43 was narrowly
approved by the upper
chamber after its sponsor,
Sen. Helen Garrett, DPaducah,said its purpose was
to allow senior citizens to be
awarded prizes in dance contests.
The Senate amended the bill
to limit such contests to persons over 21.
But the House rejected the
measure Thursday 50-42 after

Ordinations For
New Deacons At
Church On Sunday
The ordination of 12 new
deacons of the University
Church of Christ will be held
at the 10:30 am. worship service on Sunday, Feb. 24, at the
church.
New deacons are Willard
Ails, Jim Feltner, Jimmy
Ford, Barry Grogan, George
Gallagher, Keith Hays, Bobby
Martin, Danny Nix, J. T.
Page, Gary Taylor, Jack
Wilson and Larry Wright.
The minister, Bruce Logue,
will speak on "Those who
Serve Well" with scripture
from!Timothy 3:8-13.
At the 6 p.m. service on Sunday, Mr. Logue will speak on
"What Fits Sound Doctrine".
with scripture from Titus 2:110.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert Hendon, Hamp W. Brooks, Keith
Hays, Larry Wright, Charles
Bzzell, Steve Welter, Kyle
Wall, Steve Cochrum, Duane
Dycus, Danny Claiborne, Rob
Gthgleino-yr Llltryernon
'Gantt and Sherrill Gargus.
Nursery supervisors will be
Mary Taylor, Wilma Wilson,
Debbie Wilson, Sally Duford,
Ann Thompson and Mirriam
Ferguson.
Bible stadrwill be held at
9:30a.m.Sunday.

Rep. Albert Robinson, R London,said it is a inistak_i.
mix drinking and dancing
said the bill would encourao
consumption of alcoholic
beverages and would pave tht,
"
way for gambling.
Rep. Joel Ellington, D.
Paducah, also opposed the
bill, saying it would "encourage crime and violence'•
However, Rep. Louis Guenthner, R-Louisville, said he
would rather "have people
dancing somewhere than out
in the streets making trouble."
And Rep. John Isler, Dveteran
Covington, a
lawmaker, said the measure
took him back 30 years to
when fraternal organizations
offered prizes for dancing,
"and they never had one bit of

trouble.
••Let senior citizens have
their prizes, which is a good
thing," he said.
•

Masses Planned At
Catholic Church
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will be in charge of the masses
at 6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and
11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 24, at the St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Religion classes for
preschool and grades 1 to 12
will be at,9:30 a.m.Sunday.
Weekday masses will be
held at 6:15 a.m. Monday,6:30
p.m. Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, to a.m.
Thursday, and 2 p.m. Friday.
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Chuck Conner And
Pastor To Speak
At First Church

at
rito

n-

MON

Wariteonience STORES FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M.'Iii 11 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
(Behind Big John's)

Chuck Conner, Baptist
layman, will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m. worship services on Sunday, Feb. 24, at
the First Baptist Church.
He will also speak at the
Missions Night Out program
tonight (Saturday) at the
Fellowship Hall. A covered
dish dinner with meat, bread
and drinks provided will be
served at 6 p.m. Mr. Conner
was the leader for the group of
men who went to Brazil in the
late fall to build new churches
there. Dan Shipley and Tip
Miller of the local church were
in this Brazil group.
Special music will be by the
Carillon Bell Choir and 'the
Men's Choir at the morning
service. Wayne .Halley,
minister of music, will direct
the groups with Joan Bowker
as organist and Allene Knight
as pianist.
Rev.
The church pastor, the Dr. Bill Whittaker„will speak
on "Wanted: A Ma," with
scripture from Jeremiah 5:1-5
at the 7 p.m. service. Jack
Wagar will give his testiMony
and the Men's Choir will sing.
At the close of the evening
service the commissioning of
meiiibeirfOr /he .11MalCa
Mission Team will be held.
Sunday School will be at9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
. be at6 p.m.on Sunday.

Legislators To Work On
Auto Emission Testing

The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street, Murray, will he the pastor, the
Rey. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Feb. 24.
Leland Peeler, music director, will be in charge of the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as pianist. The church choir
will sing at the morning hour
and the youth group at the
evening hour.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Marie
Outland, Dean Downey and
Sylvia Rickman.
For bus information persons
may call L. D. Workman at
753-8975 or 753-5782.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.Sunday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
group -of -Jefferson County
and Northern Kentucky
legislators have agreed to
work towards legislation expanding federally-mandated
automobile emission' testing
statewide.
The consensus came Friday
after the eight legislators met
with Jackie Swigart,
secretary of natural resources
and environmental protection,
and reviewed draft legislation
that would require such
testing only in Jefferson, Kenton, Campbell, Boone and
Henderson counties.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
endorsed the limited testing
required by the federal
government.
The legislators said
statewide auto emission
testing wOuld be more
A

411.41

politically acceptable to their
constituents and would have a
better chance of passage.
They also proposed that the.
state fund initial emission
testing in the five counties
where it is required by the
federal Environmental Protection Agency.
The department estimated
that it would cost $6 million to
$10 million per year to implement testing in those counties.
The department's draft proposal calls for ,the program
costs to be paid from fees
charged for emission testing.
Mr. Swigart said she
doubts that the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee would favor any
request for large additional
appropriations for the department.
re
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Three Churches To
Cooperate, Revival
Held At Coldwater,
The Coldwater, Mt. Hebron,
and Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Churches will
cooperate in an exchange
pulpit revival initiated
throughout the Memphis Conference.
Services will start Sunday,
Feb. 24, at 11 a.m. at the Coldwater Church and will continue through Thursday, Feb.
28, with the evangelist to be
the ftev. Wildon Harris of
Smithville,Tenn.
The services will be at 7:30
each evening. Special music
on Sunday evening will be by
Jimmy and Linda Wilson, and
by Janice Hays and Barry
Joseph on Monday.
A potluck supper will be
held Sunday at 6 p.m. at the
Coldwater Church preceding
the evening worship service.
The pastor, the Rev. Layne
Shanklin, invites the public to
attend.

Grace Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak

Sizes 5-7
Extra Sizes 8-10

68

196 296 346
24- Exp

)ur 87 -96

12- Exp

Double-Back Briefs
For A Smooth Look

20- Exp

Save On Development
And Printing Of Film

Briefs in acetate or acetate nylon.
Mute or beige 577, 8-10. Save.

Short-sleeved print sport shirts
No-iron polyester cotton.

We will develop and print Kodacolor°,
Futi Focal° ,` Fotrat° color pont film

2 For $6

Our 3.97 Queen Size,

Standard Solid
Color Bed Pillows

188

Our Reg. 3.57 each, attractive
bed pillows with resilient
polyester fiberfill feature solid
color cotton ticking in fiberfill
Pink blue or yellow

Our 2.33

4-pr. Pkg. Cozy Booties
\ Women's soft brushed Orlon
ylic stretch nylon Fit 9-11.

Pkg.
Our 97,

17-0z.• Pkg. Cookies
Creme-filled sandwich cookies in chocolate, vanilla or assorted flavors. Save now

Du Pont Rog TM

11-oz.'
to 16-oz.'
depending
on pigment

_ 1.1 .07
4
19.88

tax.

PROPANE
FUEL

Our
1 14

88

19

Enamel Spray Paint

Our $26 Q 7

Fast-drying. interior exterior
enamel paint. Choice of colors.

Solidof Welding Torch
Multi-purpose toice, ideal for
home repair work Save now
1 07
Propose Cylinder.

• Not wt.

2

For

Metal Curtain Rods

White Metal curtain rods adjust from 28 to 48 Now on
sale at K mart

Our Reg. 7.84

.
Rectangular

/Each
Round

Seated Beam Auto Lamps

Upper.or lower round or rectangular- 12V head lamps
6014 Round fil/low, 1.97 Ea.
6052 Rectangle Hi/low, 5.97Ea.

For

o't1 83

Choice of Woolite

Bic Compact Lighter

CENTURION
GOLF BALLS

for
powder
14:02
mathine wash, or 16-oz
liquid cold water wash •

Easy -action disposable
lighter with adjustable
flame Save ciowl

One dozen
large dimple
golf balls

• Noi

"

Ault, 0•0.

AllPhifori!,,,e7:11- 700 U.S. Highway 641

Murray, Ky.
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Lakers Shake Off Slow Start
For 51-46 Homecoming Victory

CALLOWAY COUNTY FORWARD JEFF GARRISON goes to the hoop for two of his
eight points as the takers rallied for,a 51 -46 homecoming win. Staff
Photo by David Halbitts

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Calloway County held its
homecoming last night, but
the Laker basketball team
almost forgot about taking
care of visiting Hickman
County.
It took a 25-point fourth
quarter with some clutch free
throws by Calloway guards
Gary Emerson and Dan Key
for the home team to rally
from a 33-26 deficit at the end
of the third quarter for its
sixth win of the season, its second in a row, by a 51-46 score.
Calloway struggled in the
first
quarter
against
Hickman's matchup zone and
man-to-man defenses, falling
behind 10-4 before cutting the
deficit to 12-10 by the end of
the quarter.
In the second quarter,
Calloway and Hickman continued to play at a crawling
pace as the Lakers moved into

ties of 16-and-18-all before going to the lockerroom behind
20-18.
The Lakers reeled off the
first six points of the second
half before slipping back to
the seven-point deficit, the last
coming at 35-28.
CallowaY center Richard
Srtiothennan, playing with a
bad case of the fib, came in to
toss in a couple of baskets and
the lead was cut to three. After
Hickman pushed it back to 3832, the takers scored 10
straight points, with the tying
and go-ahead baskets coming
on a pair of 18-footers by Key.
After that, the Lakers hit
nine of their last 12 free throw
attempts and finished the
game hitting 15 of 22 attempts.
"We needed that win,''
Calloway County coach Chic
Nute said. It was a big win
for us. We didn't play that
Well.
"I think free throws made

the difference in the fourth
quarter.
"Homecoming always
scares me because I don't
know if their minds are on
basketball. At least they had
the pride to come back.
"I would like to single out
Emerson. I thought he played
exceptionally well. He was our
leading rebounder in the first
half with four rebounds). He
moved the ball well and shot
well."
Emerson finished the game
as the Lakers' leading rebounder with a total of eight.
"Smotherman had the flu
despite scoring 15 points,"
Nute said."The doctor said he
could play. He probably had
no business playing."
Smotherman only played
about half of the game. He was
rested at the end of each
quarter before going back out
for the tipoffs.
"We had a problem with our

defense because we just were
not moving on offense. We
weren't setting our screens.
"Of course, our press helped
us a lot especially in going
from the seven-point deficit into a lead). We had a lot better
hustle in the fourth quarter.
"We are still making too
many turnovers but we showed a lot of pride."
Calloway Co. ... 8 10 8 25 51
Hickman Co. ..10 10 13 13 46
Calloway County (51) —
Gary Emerson 5 4-6 14;
Richard Srnotherman 6 3-5 15;
Dan Key 3 4-6 10; Jeff Garrison 3 2-2 8; Keith Lovett 1 2-2
4; Marty Wyatt 0 0-0; Brad
Miller 00-0.
HickmanCounty (46) —Tim
Dixon 4 1-1 9; Ted Walker 2 0-0
4; Doug Crouse 1 2-2 4; John
Floyd 2 2-5 6; OtIs Allen 6 1-3
13; Dickie Cooley 42-2 10.
The Calloway County junior
varsity team had no trouble ih
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rolling over Hickman County
39-21.
Paced by Ricky Houston's
12 points, the Lakers pulled
away from a 20-13 halftime
lead to a 34-15 difference early
in the fourth quarter.
The win brought Calloway
back to .500 with an 8-8 record
for the year.
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Calloway Co. .. p-io 12 7 39
Hickman Co. ...5 8 2 8„21
Calloway County (39) —
Brad Miller ,2, Rick Houston
12, Craig Darnell 10, Tommy
Workman 6, Jeff Butterworth
2, Brian Tebbetts 2, Tim
Holsapple 2, B. Albritton 2,
Rusty McKenzie 0, Rob Anderson 1, Monty Ray 0, Mark Duncan 0, Chris Sheridan 0, Todd
Albritton 0.
Hickman County (21) —
Duffy 2, Bolding 4, Burgess 4,
Reynolds 5, Crisp 4, Prince 0,
Gray 0, Estes 0, Henson 2,
Batts O.

Russian Hockey Team Is Downcast In Loss To U.S
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By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer

•

LAKE PLACID, N.Y.•( AP )
— For a change, it was the
Soviet hockey players who
looked-on-in-en).* Dowpcst,
they leaned on their sticks,
awaiting the ceremonial handShake that concludes every international contest.
Usually it is they who act the
gracious winner's role. But
this time, this one Friday at
the Winter Olympics, it was
the Americans' turn; their 4-3
victory had made the conquerors the conquered.
Hockey gold medal hopes
are alive and well in Lake
Placid.
"You never know what

might happen," said goalie
Jim Craig, "but you can
always dream."
The Americans are one victory over Finland away from
making _ ...ttiat gold medal
dream a reality.
.I'm going to bite myself to
make sure it's true," said
right wing John Harrington. Oh,it's true, all right — just
as true as the dramatic
pregame pep talk by Coach
Herb Brooks; as true as the
winning burst of third-period
goals by Mark Johnson and
Mike Eruzione in a 1:21 span
...just as true as the phone call
from President Jimmy Carter
to the clamorous American
dressing room.
.

"He said we had made the tied 3-3 in the other the
American people very proud: Americans have three points,
that we reflected the ideas of the Soviets and Sweden two,
the country and what we stand and Finland one.
for," said Brooks, who —
If Sweden ties the Soviet
along with 'the entire Union Sunday and Finland
lictori malt Oirmpit -delegation - beats --the__ . Americans_ all
— has been invited to 'the would have three points. If.
White House Monday.
Finland's victory is a big one,
The invitation stands no the infamous "goal differenmatter what happens Sunday, tial" (goals given up suband any number of things tracted from goals scored)
might. The Americans, this would break the tie and leave
dramatic victory theirs the U.S. with nothing to show
forever,could still finish out of for its smashing, upset
the medals chase if badly triumph Friday.
beaten by Finland. They could
If virtually anything else
win a bronze, or a silver, or a happens other than a lopsided
gold.
U.S..loss, the Americans will
This is how it stands: After win a medal.
Friday's two medals round
•'But we'll worry a boat that
games Sweden and Finland tomorrow," said
Mark

Johnson after the Americans
had knocked goalie Vladislav
Tretiak out of the game,
rallied from three one-goal
deficits, and stunned the.
Soviet team that has won the
_- last -four _Olympic golds and:_
was heavily favored to repeat.
If the Soviets went ahead,
the Americans rallied. Finally, on a power play at 8:39 of
the third period, a Dave Silk
pass bounced off the skate of
defenseman Sergei Starikov
and bounded right to Jotu/gOn.
A five-foot shot was all it took
for a 3-3 tie, and Eruzione netted a 25-footer at the 10-minute
mark to settle the issue.'
For the fifth time in the six
games they have played here,
the Americans gave up the

first goal. Vladimir Krutov
tipped an Aleksei Kasatonov
shot past Craig at 9:12 of the
opening period.
Buzzy Schneider brought
the United States back at
14.03 41•Qweringa
1.stet
over Tretiak's left Thoulder
and marking the beginning of
the end for the internationally
acclaimed netminder..
,Tretiak's vulnerability is long,
shots, and his muff of another
one,helped the Americans tie
it with one second left in the
period.
Serge' Makarov had fought
away from a Johnson check to
flip a 15-foot shot past Craig at
17:34, but — with the clock
winding down and the crowd
of 8,500 screaming "U-S-A, U-

S-A," the U-S-A stormed back. zinov, one of the Soviet
Dave Christian took a 100-foot coaches. "I would like to give
shot on Tretiak, who kicked it - a very -high appraisal to the
directly in front to Johnson.
American team."
• A few fakes later, the game
The town of Lake Placid
was tied 2-2 and Tretiak was beat him to it. People charged
atreets -seaving..lbe
, beat the National Hockey flags they had brought to the
League all-stars 6-0 to win the ,game, hollering the chant that
Challenge Cup for the Soviets is their trademark and going
last February,took over,
every bit as crazy as the
He fared no better, and the players did themselves.
Soviets suffered their first ioss
"We went nuts," said Mcin an Olympic hockey game Clanahan. "What' do you do
since 1968, when the Czechs when you win a game like
beat them 5-4 at Grenoble, this? You whoop it up. You
France.
hug each other. You shake
"Our goalies did not play hands.
well tonight and once again,
"It was goofy," he said, adour defense was not very mitting he enjoyed every
helpful," said Vladimir Ur- minute of it.
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United States Delivers Stunning Olympic Upset
By HAL BOCK
rode the red-hot, 36-save
AP Sports Writer
goaltending of Jim Craig to a
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. 1AP) sensational victory that set off
— Driven by their own emo- a wild celebration, first on the
tion and the cheers of a fren- ice and then all over this
zied, star-spangled crowd, the Olympic town.
United States hockey team
Just as the hockey game
has delivered *hat may well -ended,- fireworks exploded
be the most stunning upset in over Mirror Lake — part of
Olympic history and stands on the
traditional awards
the verge of a medal at the ceremony saluting yester1960 Winter Games.
day's medal winners, inCall it Team Excitement. cluding American slalom
This -ambitious, energetic racer Phil Mahre.
squad of college kids ignored
But the coincidence was just
adversity and bounced from too good for the flag-decked
behind on third period goals crowd that spilled happily into
by Mark Johnson and Mike the narrow streets of this tiny
Eruzione to score a stunning 4- village after the American
3 upset vietory-over thellefen-_ tefckey victory_ Strangers
ding champion Soviet Union hugged each other and one
last night.
man suggested,"Boy,I'd love
With roars of "USA! USA! to have the beer concession in
USA!," ringing in their ears, this town tonight."
America's comeback kids
Mahre's slalom silver

et:),_ THE ARMY WILL HELP
0:0; FINANCE YOUR
EDUCATION — IN JUST 2 YEARS.

k

Making it in college? Then hang in there.
But...if you've already decided to leave because of financial pressures, the Army can
help.
Now, if you qualify, the Army's 2-Year Enlistment will offer:
•An Educational Savings Plan so
you may return to college later.
Through the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program your
contribution is matched 2 for 1.
or'
'A $2,000 Education Bonus.
•Guaranteed training.
•Other benefits. I
Sound good? Check it out. The Army's 2Year Enlistment with Education Bonus. Alto
available are 3 and 4-Year enlistments with
education bonus.
Call Army Opportunities
se

In The Yellow Pages
Under Recruiting- --Join the people who've joined the Army.
An [gust
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behind Sweden's Ingemar
Believe the man.
Stenmark, who captured his
When the United States
second gold of the Games, swept to the Olympic gold in
gave the United States nine
1960, the Soviet Union was not
medals and a shot at matching
yet the hockey powerhouse it
its best Winter Games produc- is today. The Russian team
tion ever of 12 accomplished in America beat 26 years ago
1932 when Lake Placid last was still _refining its _game.
hosted these Games.
The one America beat last
Besides its hockey team,the night is acknowledged by most
United States had medal hockey people to be the finest
hopes today for superstar - unit in the world — and that inspeed skater Eric Heiden, cludes professionals, who
shooting for an unprecedented these Soviets have often
fifth gold in the gruelling handled with ease.
1Q,000-meter race, and figure • Brooks knew all that when
skater Linda Fratianne, who he delivered his pregame
was in second place halfway speech to his team. It was simthrough her event that winds ple and to the point. This is
up tonight.
what he told newsmen he said:
Heiden deservedly has held
"You are born to be a
center stage throughout this player. You are meant to be
two-week festival of ice and here. This moment is yours.
snow but he has to share it now You're meant to be here at
with the team that delivered this time. Let's have poise and
the most memorable Olympic possession with the puck."
hockey victory since the
And then he sent Team ExUnited States won the gold at citement on the ice.
Squaw Valley in 1960.
Three times the young
"In all due respect to that Americans fell behind by a
team and to the (American). goal and each time they came
silver medal team in 1972, this back, first on a goal by Buzz
has to be the biggest win in our Schneider and then one by
Olympic history," said Coach Mark Johnson.
Herb Brooks.
Johnson's goal came with a

single slim second left on the and hope that Finland defeats
clock in the first period. But the United States.
Sweden tied Finland 3-3 in
the Soviets regained the lead
again in the second period and last night's other medal round
limited the Americans to two. game, That left the United
shots on goal in those 20 States with three points, the
minutes. Again, they seemed Soviets and Swedes with two
and Finland with one in the
in control.
Then, midway through the mini-tournament to determine •
final period, Johnson and cap- the medals.
Until the.American hockey
tain 'Mike Eruzione scored
goals just 81 seconds apart, team went to work, yesterputting the United States in day's slim medal action
belonged to Stenmark and
front.
Still, there were 10 minutes Mahre, who each wrote a little
to play and that can be an-eter- bit of Olympic history on the
nity. It seemed like one for the slalom slopes of Whiteface
Americans, who turned back Mountain.
Locked in fourth place after
every Soviet thrust and then
exploded in joyful excitement the first heat of the slalom,
at the final buzzer. They tackl- Stenmark zoomed in front
ed each other and rolled hap- with a second run of 50.37
pily on the ice like so many ex- seconds and a combined time
cited kids, while the Soviets of 1:44.26. That was just a halfstood and waited for the tradi- second faster than Mahre,
tional handshaking ceremony. who finished with a to-run
The loss was the first in total of 1:44.76 after an openOlympic competition for the ing heat of 53.31 that had him
Soviets since 1968 and left the in first place. The third place
Americans needing only a vic- bronze 'went to Jacques
tory over Finland Sunday to Luethy of Switzerland, timed
clinch the gold. But the Rus- in 1:45.06.
Stenmark, winner of the
sians still have a shot at the
gold. To win it, they would giant slalom earlier in the
have to beat Sweden Sunday week, thus became only the

Hall Knows How LSU Can Play
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associlled Press Writer

seconds to go.
The 6-foot-9 Scales had an
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — extraordinary shooting touch
Kentucky basketball Coach Thursday night, hitting from
Joe Hall had a simple assess- all over the floor and finishing
ment of sixth-ranked Loui- with 32 points.
Hall said Scales' outside
siana State after watching the
Tigers' 77-74 televised victory shooting was the difference in
the game.
over Mississippi.
Durand Macklin turned in
"Their ability is so great the most
decisive play,
they can play just about any however,
blocking John
way they want," said Hall, Stroud's
crip shot in the lane
whose third-ranked Wildcats with three
seconds to go.
play 1.Str for Southeastern
"They blocked one shotiff
Conference braggi,ng rights on night and
it was the one that
Sunday.
would have won the game,"
"It was one of
most ex- Hall said.
citing games I've ever watchLSU in general, and Scales
ed," Hall said yesterday in an in
particular, present major
interview. vIt took some matchup
problems for the
nik,stakes. Qn
Km'
Rpfepee,11311
ioseit.
"His (Scales') shoofffig is
The Rebels had a major phenomenal," Hall said. "He
upset in the works until LSU delivers his shot at the top of
forward DeWayne Scales sank his jump. Whether we can stop
two free throws to give the him or not,' don't know."
Tigers a 75-74 lead with 15
• An Ole Miss victory would

have clinched for Kentucky at
least a tie for the SEC regular
season championship, but Hall
was asked if that would have
"cheapened" Sunday's encounter"I wouldn't mind being
cheapened," he said,"I would
have enjoyed being propelled
Into a co-championship while
sitting at home."
The Tigers defeated Kentucky 65-80 last month in Lexington, bet Hall downplayed
the importance of meeting the
Tigers in Baton Rouge,La.
"We would have no one to
blame but ourselves if we
went in and didn't play well,"
he said.
Friday's practice session
-we* opeets-_'.. t the whlic_and
an estimated 5,000 fans filed
into Memorial Coliseum to
watch the Wildcats guthrough
their paces.
"It was in response to public

request," Hall said. "Someone
called in (on Hall's weekly
radio talk show) and asked
why we didn't open practice
once in Lexington like we do in
Louisville before the Notre
Dame game. Since then,
we've been flooded with letters asking the same thing."
Those who came saw 7-foot1 freshman center Sam Bowie
with his right thumb bound in
a heavy bandage. Hall said
Bowie suffered a severe
sprain in Thursday's practice
while attempting to catch a
pats, adding he -would "wait
and see" if Bowie could shoot'
effectively.
•"To have"a sprained thumb
lin the shooting hand as
severely sprained as his was is
a very important factor," Half
said.
But Bowie took part in
shooking practice arid said he
experienced less pain than expected.

third skier to win more than
one Olympic Alpine gold. The
only others were Austria's
Toni: Sailer and JeanClaude
Killy of France, who scored
three-race sweeps in 1956 and
1968 respectively.
Mahre's silver was only the
third Alpine medal ever won
by an American man. The
others were a silver by Billy
Kidd and bronze by Jimmy
Heuga, both in 1964.
Stenmark shrugged off the
accomplishment, saying-,

"The most iMportant thing is
that I am satisfied with
myself. I have nothing more to
achieve. I ski just for fun
now."
•
In the day's only other
medal event, the Soviet Union
won the 30-kilometer biathlon
relay for the fourth consecutive time. The Russians
were timed in 1 hour, 34
minutes, 3.27 seconds: East
Germany finished second for
the silver in 1:34:56.99 and
West Germany took the
bronze in 1:37:30.26.
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Murray Homecoming Is Split Decision
Boys Shoot 58 Percent In 76-54 Win
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
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The key to winning any
basketball game is to put the
ball in the pasket. Murray
High gave the visiting Fulton
County Pilots a lesson in field
goal shooting last night, hitting a torrid 58 percent en
route to walloping the visitors,
76-54.
The outcome of the game
was never really in question
as the Tigers exploded into a
17-5 lead midway through the
first period and were never
headed. Bobby Daniel led the
Tigers with 19 points. Todd
Bradshaw and Howie Crittenden added 15 and 14 points,
respectively, while Greg Latto, Nick Swift and Robin
Roberts all pitched in with
eight points apiece as Murray
lifted its record to 13-8 with the
homecoming triumph.
"I was very pleased with the

play of everyone," beamed
Murray' head coach Cary
Miller. "We had already
played those guys twice this
season and they gave us trouble both times. We put it all
together tonight."
.
Fulton County handed the
Tigers a 51-43 setback in early
December. Mut:ray came
back to edge the Pilots 60-57 on
the home floor early in
January.
Not to be overshadowed by
the banner offensive performance, the Tiger defense also
had a splendid evening, consistently forcing Pilot
mistakes and miscues. Bradshaw had three snowbirds
following steals- and Crittenden added a fourth to pace
the Murray tidal wave in the
first half
But it all came back to the
hot shooting of the Tigers and
the inability of the visitors to
find the cylinder. While Mur-

ray was scorching the nets on
its side of the floor, Fulton
County could manage to connect on just 34 percent of the
shots it attempted from the
field.
The Pilots fared no better
from the free throw line, hitting a pathetic 10 of 27 from
the stripe to cap a very forgettable visit to the Murray High
gym. The Tigers fired in 16 of
their 25 free tosses on the
night.
The Tigers were hard pressed to repeat their first quarter
performance (they led 23-8
heading into the second
period but still managed to

take a 39-25 bulge into the
lockerroom. Bradshaw and
Daniel were the keys in the
first quarter, dumping in 10
and five points, respectively,
to break the Pilots backs early.
Daniel continued his torrid
shooting pace in the second
frame,( he finished 8 of 12 for
the game), pouring in eight
more points: Latto added four
points off the bench as Fulton
made its only real run of the
game midway through the
stanza. Led py game scoring
leader Joe Warren and Darrell Holder, the Pilots closed
the Murray led to seven

several times in the quarter.
Daniel's late hot streak reestablished the comfortable
Tiger lead and Murray was
never threatened again.
Warren, one of the best
leapers in the region, finished
with 23 points. Latto and
Roberts combined to do a good
job stopping the high-flying
center. Without the constant
pressure they kept on him,the
impressive Pilot pivot could
easily have turned the tables
on the Tigers.
Holder was the only other
Fulton County player to crack
double figures, adding ten
points to the cause. Fulton

Girls Cannot Stop Fulton County's
Alice Hendrix In 48-45 Defeat

charge, hitting for eight more
By STEVE BECKER
points in the second period.
Sports Writer
Things began to go to pieces
The Murray High Lady
Tigers did everything they . for the Lady Tigers in the
third quarter asthey could net
needed to do to beat Fulton
County last night...that is, just six points. Turnovers and
mental errors piled up in
everhthing except stop Alice
bundles during the sloppy
Hendrix. Hendrix personally
eight minutes, with neither
accounted for 26 of her team's
team having much success at
48 points as the Pilots spoiled
bringing the ball up the floor.
the opening game of the
homecoming celebration and
Murray shut off Hendrix in
squeezed by Murray 48-45.
the quarter, allowing her just
. By The Associated Press
and Ivy League shared the "We
had a letdown in the se- three points, but the Tigers
spotlight.
There was no Aggie choke
cond half," explained Tiger still trailed going into the final
last night so there are no AgIn Ivy play, freshman Paul coach
Rick Fisher. "We just period,38-36.
gie jokes in Southwest ConLittle scored 18 points to help couldn't seem to get it going
Fulton County seemingly
ference basketball circles toPenn defeat Harvard 84-73 and again."
put the game in the bag early
day.
maintain its one-game lead
The Tigers flashed out of the in the fourth period,
"When people talk about us
over Princeton, which starting blocks, grabbing
an outscoring Murray 8-3 in the
choking they are talking about
outstalled Dartmouth 34-28. 11-5 lead before Fulton
County first six minutes to take a
previous Aggie teams," said
Princeton freshman Gary could bat an eye.
Hendrix commanding 46-39 lead.
David Britton, who paced an
Knapp came off the bench to quickly established
her
The Tigers refused to fold,
early second-half spurt that
score seven second-half points dominance, however, hitting
however, pouring in the next
ect.alaled-Texas 4&34. t.o_cliach
for eight _firatainactec_fioints-_
LOLL
six points to draw to within
the SWC championship with
late-game fight.
and pulling the Pilots into a ISone, at 46-45, with 1:02 loft in
an 82-72 triumph aVer
The SWC crown was the 11th IS tie.
• for Texas A&M, which pulled
the game. Velvet Jones's steal
Houston.
Murray connected on seven
The victory', gave the Aggies
away from Houston thanks to of 12 second period shots from and converted bucket ignited
a 14-2 SWC record and ruled
a late 11-2 burst that opened a the ftoor to edge into a 30-28 the late Murray charge.
Natalie Garfield and Tonya
out the possibility of a tie with
74-63 lead.
advantage at the intermission. Alexander
added a basket
12-3 Arkansas.
"Even though Houton Candy Jackson matched her
apiece to push the Tigers to
-We worked hard all week
climbed back on us in the se- first period output by firing in
within one.
for this game and we were not
cond half, we weren't going to seven more in the second.
Six
about to choke," said Vernon
let it happen," said Smith. "I points from Donna Rousse and
Hendrix hit the first end of a
Smith, who led the Aggies with
wanted this to be the best a tenacious Tiger defense
bonus situation to • pit the
26 points.
game of my career because I
visitors up by two with 43
Murray . the slim
411, members of The.. wanted this more than gave
halltims.lead.
seconds left, but Murray missAssociated Press Top Twenty
anything. I played my heart
Hendtlx kept the Pilots in
ed three attempts at forcing
were idle Friday. The SWC
out."
the contest during the Murray
the overtime in the next few

No Aggie Jokes
After SWC Title

seconds. Sandy Sharp's free
throw with six seconds left
finished the Tigers.
The difference of the game
came at the free throw line
where the Tigers could hit just
three of the paltry seven shots
they were awarded. The
Pilot, meanwhile, connected
on a)rather anemic six of 13
the stripe but it was
enough to claim the victory.

Count:: fell to a 6-14 ledger
with the setback.
Murray High returns to action tonight at home against
Hickman County. The game is
a makeup of the Feburary 8
date that was snowed out.
Murray High (7i) — Bobby
Daniel 8 3-4 19; Todd Bradshaw 7 1-2 15; Howie Crittenden 46-7 14; Greg Latto 322 8; Nick Swift 3 2-2 8; Robin
Roberts.3 2-4 8; Nick Hibbard
1 0-0 2; David McMillen 1 0-3 2:
Bruce Taylor 0 0-1 0; Ronnie
Pace 0 0-0 0; Al Wells 0 0-0 0;
Jimmy West 0 0-0 0; Stuart
Alexander 0 0-0 0; Darren
Hooper 00-0 0; Walter Payne 0
0-00. Totals: 30 16-25 76.
Fulton County I 54) — Joe
Warren 11 1-2 23; Darrell
Holder 4 2-9 10; Ronnie Cheirs
1 2-6 4; Jeff Mays 2 0-2 4; Gary
White 1 3-4 5; Gary Bishop 023 2; Popeye Spears 1 0-0 2;
Alec Donlow 2 0-1 4; Bernard
McIntee 00-0 0; Chad Argo 0 000. Totals: 2210-2754.
Murray
23 16 18 19 76.
Fulton
8 13 15 14 54.

LOOKING INSIDE, Murray forward Nick Swift hesitates
before making a pass in his team's 76-54 homecoming
win last night.
Photos by Steve Becker

PLANNING
YOUR

RECREATION?

Candy Jackson led the Murray scorers with 14 points, all
of them coming in the first
half. Alexander added 11
points to the Tiger total but
Murray simply didn't have the
scoring punch to pull off the
win.

Put on More
Smiles and Less
Miles with a
PONTOON BOAT

Murray High (45) — Candy
Jackson 6 2-4 14; Tonya Alexander 5 1-1 11; Starr Jones 100 2; Laiirjaw,
..Mqrgan 1 0-0.2;
Jann Washer 0 0-0 0; Velvet
Jones 2 0-0 4; Donna Rousse 3
0-0-6; Natalie Garfield 2 0-2 4;
Glenda Fox 1 0-0 2; Kim
Tharpe 0 0-0 0; Jill Burkeen 0
0-00. Totals 21 3-745.
Fulton County (48) — Alice
Hendrix 122-4 26; Sheila Alexander 5 2-4 12; Sandy Sharp 1
1-2 3; Tonita Hughes 2 0-0 4;
Linda Harvey 1 1-3 3; Gail
Malone 0 0-0 0. Totals: 21 6-13
48.
Murray
15 15 6 79 45.
Fulton
15 13 10 10 48.

Porter Comes Off Bench To Pace Bullets
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By The Associated Press
Coming off the bench still
isn't fun for Kevin Porter, but
it's better than not coming off
the bench.
Porter, the point guard who
lost his starting job with
Washington earlier this
season and spent several
arnes anchored to the.end of
the Bullets' bench, scored
seven points in the final two
minutes to lead Washington to
a 123-117 National Basketball
Association victory over the
San Antonio Spurs last night.
, It was the second straight
big game for the little guard,
who had 12 points and six
assists in Washington's 118-115
triumph over •Cleveland. In
both games the Bullets were
handled by assistant coach
Bernie Bickerstaff, since head
coach Dick Motta hasthe flu.
"I don't like coming Off the
bench," said Porter, a twotime NBA assists champion
who signed with the Bullets as
a free agent this season. "I
like starting and performing.
Coming off the bench has been
a big adjustment, and it's still
an adjustment."
But, says Porter, it's better
than not playing at all.
Bickerstaff told Porter he'd
ise him in the second and
'ourth quarters and Porter
las starred down the stretch
n both games.
"I realize what he's going.to
lo and he's been consistant,"
aid Porter. "That way I feel
nore at ease."
In other NBA games, the
louston Rockets beat the

Utah Jazz 94-82, the Atlanta
Hawks trimmed the Phoenix
Suns 111-104, the Los Angeles
Lakers trounced the New
Jersey Nets 132-110 and the
Denver Nuggets edged the
Golden'State Warriors 122-121
in overtime.
The Spurs trailed by 20
points in the second( half
before pulling to.within 110-108
behind the shooting of guards
George Gervin and James
Silas. But Porter scored seven.
of Washington's next nine
points as the Bullets regained
command at 119-112.
Porter finished with 13
points and seven assists. Elvin
Hayes led the Bullets with 30
points, while Gervin had 29
and Silas 27 for San Antonio,
which surpassed the 100-point
mark for the 130th consecutive
game.
•
Rockets 94, Jazz 82
Moses Malone scored 24
points as Houston won despite
scoring just 10 points in the,
third quarter. The Rockets.
outscored the Jazz 29-19 in the
final period. Adrian bantley
scored 37 for Utah.
The game was marred by a
brawl in the second period
which resulted in Houston's
Rick Barry and Utah's Mack
Calvin being ejected.
Hawks 111,Sims 104
Atlanta posted its 10th victory in the last 12 starts behind
27 points by Eddie Johnson
and 25 by Dan Roundfield. The
Hawks jumped in front 16-4
and never trailed even though
they played without their high
scorer, John Drew, who miss-

VACANCY
Head Football Coach
Calloway County High School
Grades-9-11
Class AAA
-Students-950
Murray, Ky.
Send Resume By APpril 1, 1980
To:

Mr,-Ron McAlister,Asst Supt.
Calloway Co. Bd. of Educ.
P.O. Box 86
Murray, Ky. 42071

ed the game with an ankle in- the last 10 points of the second
jury.
quarter for a 65-44 halftime
Lakers 132, Nets 110
lead.
Los Angeles climbed into a
Nuggets 122, Warriors 121
first-place tie with Seattle in
George Johnson scored 30
the Pacific Division, breaking points, including a 17-foot
the gamerv!ide open by scoring jumper with 20 seconds re-

See Bon McClure

mainmg in overtime, as
Denver beat Golden State.
John Roche scored 12 points in
the fourth quarter,including a
three-point goal with four
seconds left, to sent the game
into overtime.

r

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Ponoramo Shores on
Ky. lake

Sports At A Glance

lair 94 East out of Murray for 2
',it.. Turn right on 280 faire
280 for 7 miles past Banners
Grocery
Tolle
blacktop
into
Panorama to first slop sign turn
rnght then tell and you hare
arrived

Kentucky High School Scores
By The Associated Press
Friday's Games
Boys
•
Ashland 70 Harrison Co 56
Ash Holy Family 91 Raceland 57
Bath Co 75 Fleming Co 59
Belfry 53 Matewan W.Va. 49
Bell Co61 Whitley Co 52
Betsy Layne al McDowell56
Boone Co 76 Fort Tho Highlands 63
Bourbon Co66 Mason Co 62
Boyd Co 77 East Carter 69
Boyle Co 73Garrard Co60
Bowling Green 81 Edmon.son Co 56
Breathitt Co 25 Powell Co 16
Bremen 74 Owensboro Catlin*
Bullitt Central 76 Trimble Co 59
Butler Co 72 Chandlers Chapel 59
Calloway Coil Hickman Co 46
Campbell Coil Dixie Heights 57
Campbellsville 64 Marion Co61
Cawood 72 Williamsburg 52
Central City 84 Davies.Co 71
Christian Co 58 Lyon Co 53
Clark Co 79 Bracken Co 53
Clay Co66 Middlesboro 51
Corbin 60 McCreacry Central 59
Cordia 56 Red Bird 49
Coy Catholic 91 Carroll Co67
Coy Holmes 82, Newport Cath 79
Coy Latin 64 Cincinnati St Rita 55

NBA Standings
By The Ansciend Press
Ad roes MT
Faanni Caderware
Allimite Manion
W L
Pct.
Bans
45 15
MO
Phisdetrible
46 17
,721
New York
X X
ma
Weinieglan
27 31
.40
New Jersey
X 37
.413
Central Minn
Alvan
26
AM
Sae Asians
21 X
.524
limns
Z1 31
All
tam
X 32
.011
arachnid
X amil
Detroit
14 di
MI
Weans'Cialereare
Midwest DMA=
Kamm aty
a X
.101
knorsialsor
X a
.147
Denver
St • .275
Chicagoan . .311
Ulah
a 41
312
Pacer Divine
Lea Amens
46 II
.714
&sae
46 18
.714
41 62
.4111
San Diem
a 34
.4118
Pielbsid
U X
MI
COMM Slain
a 44
Irridey's GIMES
Mina ill, Phan; 194
,
radaillim in, See Amu& fi7
Hinsisa 94, Utah 0
Deaver ta Gains Sten 121, crr
Lis Amens IS, New Jenny 119

Eminence 66 Gallatin Co 59
Erlanger St. Henry 60 Alex Brossart 58
Fleming-Neon 62 Elkhorn City 58
Fordsville 75 Portland Christian 53
Frankfort 78 Paris 62
Franklin Co67 Montgomery Co 54
Franklin-Simp 89 Greenville 66
_ Grayson Co 74 East Hardin 53
Green Co 74 Glasgow 73'
Henderson Co 67 Webster Coil
Jeffersontown 63 Lou Seneca 57
Johnson Cent 82 Knott Cent 70
Ky Country Day 56 Ninth &055
LaRue Co62 Meade Co 46
Laurel Co 74 Danville65
Lee Co 53 Estill Co 47
Lex Bryan Station 73 Hazard 69
Lax Catholic 71[es Lafayette 60
Lincoln Co 79 Rockcastle Co 53
Lone Oak 62 Carlisle Co 54
Lone Jack 69 Harlan 61
Lou Ballard 68 Lou Male 58
Lou Bishop David 57 Lou Western 46
Lou Butler 67 Lou Waggener 62
Lou Doss 59 Lou Manual 48
Lou.Durrett 60 Lou Westport 53
Lou Eastern 67 Lou Ahrens 61
Lou St.Xavier 72 Lou DeSales 50
Lou Shawnee 80 Bardstown Beth 54
Lou Stuart 52 Pleasure Ridge Pk 44
Lynn Camp63 Pineville 53
. Marshall Co 70 Crittenden Co 58
MiSOO Co 86 Bourbon Co SO
Mayfield 68 Pad SiMarys65
•
McLean Co 80 Drakesboro 62
MMI 59 Burgin 39
Morgan Co80 U of Breck 57
Nelson Co 72 Bardstown 69
Newport 54 Conner 50
Nort Hardin 75 Fort Kilos 70

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Brown 68, Cornell 47
Penn 84, Harvard 73
Princeton 34, Dartmouth 28
Yale 84,Columbia 81
SOUTH
Jacksonville St.95,Tenn.-Martin 78
_Troy St. 82. N. Alabama 61
Virginia Tech 78, Florida St 76
W.Georgia 94, Augusta Col.68
MIDWEST
Northern St. 96, Winona St. 69
Wayne St.91,Ft. Hays St. Ill. 207

sotnsiworr
Baylor 67,Texas Christian 59'
Texas76, Rice 56
Texas A&M 82, Houston 72
FAR WEt3T
Adams St. 79,S. Utah 65
Mines62,S.Colorado X
*e.t.a'Vegan lit.New Main°01.
Credal Tech 76,5,Oregon 611
Pepperdine 96,Seattle Ill
Porthuid M,Loyolle-Marymoura 77
r
57.Weatern St. 47
Sacramento St. 85,Sonoma St 76
San Francis& St. 52,Chico St. 50
U.S.Internatlenal 77, Portland St 74

Oak Hill Ara Va Ill Jackson Coil
Ohio Co 91 Breckinridge Co81
Oldham Co 60 Grant Co 59
Owen Co62Spencer Co 54
Owensboro 12 Evansville North 59
Pad Tilghman 89 Madisonville 71
Pendleton Co 79 Grant Co60
Pikeville 66 Paintsville 57
Rowan Co43 Huntington W.Va.35
Russell Co 50 Burnside 41
Scott 73 Bellevue 54
Scott Co66 Madison Cent64
Shelby Co65 Lou Valley 50
Simon Kenton 101 Ludlow 61
Somerset X Casey Co66
S Spencer Ind 63 Hancock Co 49
Trigg Co64 Providence 62
Walton-Verona 60 Dayton 56
Warren Cent 82 C,averna 63 '
Washington Coil North Bullltt 54
Wayne 64 Pulaski Co 59
West Hardin 63 Cloverport 46
Wheelwright 86 Millard 62
Whitesburg 64 Dorton 58
Woodford Co 73 Jesminine Co 56
'Girls
Apollo 50 Warren Central 49
Barren Co 41 Owensboro 3901
Betsy Layne II McDowell 56
Bullitt Cent 39 Trimbls Co 24
Cordia 56 Red Bisda"
Ft Knox 57 North Hardin 53
Gallatin Co 48 Eminence 18
LaRue CO 43 Meade Co 34
Leslie Co 57 Dilce Combs 35
Lou Ahrens67 Lou Eastern 6501
Lou Moore 88 Lou Atherton 80
Lou Southern 50 Lou Angela hferri 32
Lou Waggener 42 Lou Western 40
Pineville 52 Lynn Camp 47
Prestonsburg 37 Magnin 34
Rowan Co61 Fairview 50
Somerset 51 Casey Co 39
.Webster Co XI Henderson Co 46
Woodford Co 69 Univ Breckinridge X

Transactions
By The Associated Presa
BASEBALL
Amerkaa Lamm
MINNESOTA TWINS—Signed Roy
Smalley and Mart Funderburk, infielders, and Gary Serum, pitcher, to
one-year contracts.
BASKETBALL
hIatimal Basketball Amniotic's
SAN ANTONIO SPURS—Placed Wiley
Peck,forward,on the 16.day injured list.
Signed Harry Davis,forward,to•104ay
-contract.
COLLEGE

a
!
k
ii
Allam.-

1

IIIXO

CANDY JACKSON (23) drives to the basket for two of her
team-leading 14 points.

Telephone 4364483
11 no answer
phone 753-4837

0

AN ORIGINAL
Your home and where it is determines the kind
and amount of insulation it needs.Ask us how much
insulation is enough.

Eftet CAROL/NA-Naiad Nein Parker assistant football coach
LOYOLA. ILL.—Named
Gene
Sullivan head basketball coach.
SOUTHERN METHOLIMI—Announced resignation of Sonny
basketball
coach.

Ai,

West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative-Corporation
Murra -Ma field

A
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Fins & Feathers
Outdoor Editor: Mary Borrow

Great Lakes Of The South Outdoor Show

11101111110 OUTDOORS
byry year about this
time it comes, the Great
Lakes of the South Outdoor
Shoe in Nashville. I always
go to talk fishing. see the
latest in tackle and dream
about new rods lures,
vacations, etc. For me, and
I'm sure thousands of other
fishermen, wandering up
and down the lines of tackle
booths at the show is like a
kid getting lost in Disneyland

Steve McAdams, left, and Linda Williams were on hand to
pass along information at the Buchanan Resort booth.

"Back to Basics" was in great evideace as there was
I aluminum ion boats with lower horsepower outboards on display.

This year's show was
held in conjunction with the
spring I?) meeting of the
Tennessee Outdoor Writers
Association. (I'm the one,
maverick member from —
Kentucky). Sandwiched between the business meetings and banquets were
seminars by representatives of several outdoor-related businesses. Some of
what they had to say and
. show should be of interest
to readers. This way you
can get in on a little
Disneyland yourself.
New Rebel report
The Rebel lure company
of'Fort Smith. Arkansas has
just published a booklet onhow deep their baits run.
_This report does away with
the guesswork ("I THINK
this Deep Wee-It is running
around 10 feet"). It lists all
the Rebel baits, fished with
various weights of line, and
gives the exact running
depth as ionfirmed by
divers with cameras, who
recorded the baits running
past a depth stick.

Sunday, February 17, was the last day of the Outdoor Show in Nashville, Tenn. A though it was the sixth and last day
of the show there was a large crowd present.

7.

A representative for the Fred Arbegas Co. was on hand to
show their hires and answer any avestiens asked by the
many outdoorsmon.

Cotton Cordell had a large display set up with their complete line of baits, including new baits for 1980.

Photos by Mary Barrow

riin's, AMC,Jeep

1
Hwy.641 North

753-6448

ttl==1.91=01$4===•1e=4

By John Wilson
Kentucky's deer hunters
enjoyed their best year ever in
1979. The total statewide
harvest was up 21 percent
over last year's 'harvest,
which was itself a record.
The increasing harvest
reflects the growth of the
state's _deer herd, now
estimated at around 140,000 by
John Phillips, the biologist in
charge of deer research for
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Deer harvests should
continue to increase for
several more years, Phillips
says. Then with proper
management, herd size and
harvest should level off at a
fairly consistent figure.
Of the 13,566 deer taken
during 1979, gun hunters
accounted for 12,300 and archers took 1,266, according to
check station results. A total

to 8,062 deer were taken in the
state's open counties, with the
other 5,504 coming- from
wildlife management areas,
military reservations and the
Land Between The Lakes
federal recreation area.
Ft. Knox, with 2,201 deer,
had the highest harvest of
these special areas, followed
by LE31, with 1,654 and the
Ballard Wildlife Management
Area with 1,069.
Before Kentucky went to the
present system,
which
requires that all deer be
checked at an official check
station, researchers needed
almost a year to estimate the
annual deer harvest. With the
check station procedure, it
now takes less than two
months to tabulate the data
for the entire state.
These harvest figures play
an important role in managing
Kentucky's deer herd. When

WATSON'S
Fish Market

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Monfothru Sat.9 HI9
Sunday 1-6

This booklet is interes-ting -and—will- help- -the-serious angler. It can be
ordered free of charge by
writing: Joe Hughes. Rebel
Lure Company. 3601 Jenny
Lind. P.O. Box 1587, Fort
Smith,-Arkansas 72902.

Kentuck Afield
1979 Deer Harvest Best Year Ever

adip elt
441111.mml••••11444y11.1111.1111•

But this booklet goes
beyond the depth reports.
It also deals with color, size
and speed in lure selection.
Some interesting conclusions are
at you get
maximum depth by using a
slow retrieve rather than
fast; line size drastically
affects the depth a bait will
run: line size also has a
great effect on ban action.
The smaller crankbaits lose
a great deal of action when
fished with line above the
, 10 lb. category.
,

—

759-1208
So. 12th. St.
(We Spec,obre in Kenturky take Catfish

Of Irak hem

there was no mistaking
Riviera downrigger can he
Dave Johneon:
them, that they were there,
obtained through the RidLowrance Electronics
suspended at 40 feet over
ara Marine and Tackle_
Dave Johnson travels
almost 90 feet of water.I
Company, °lc, Russ Scutt,
Kentucky and Tennessee r
Johnson is available for
1209 Girard Dr.. Louisville,
demonstrating the Lowseminars at bass clubs or
40222.
KY
rance line of electronic
fishing clinics, and he may
AmericanXecide
fishing gadgets, 'including be contacted at his home in
•
graphite rod
depthfinders, graph recorNashville by calling 615The American Tackle
ders, temperature gauges,
876-1970.
Corporation of Cocoa,Florietc. Dave held a seminar
Ri% iera doe nrig ger
da has introduced a new
for the Tennessee Outdoor
Dave Johnson rekindled
concept in graphite casting
Writers, and he told them
my interest in pulling
rods that should stir
that many fishermen have
rockfish from Kentucky
interest.
considerable
problems mounting their
Lake. and a gimmick now
They've used the graphite
depthfinder transducers so
being marketed in this area
wonder material in a rod
as to 'give maximu
might be the ticket so
with the old fiberglass
performance. "Depth nbreaking open the action.
thickness and design (larders will read the bottom
The device is a downrigger,
ger tube)
: The result is an
and give a return as fast as
a rig designed to let a
amazingly light rod with
82'. m.p.h., and anybody
fisherman troll at whatever
incredible strength, eswho has a unit that won't
exact depth he chooses.
pecially in the lower half
read at high speed isn't
The downrigger is made by
of the rod. This one has the
getting the most from that
thi- Riviera Marine and
muscle to pull trophy bass
unit." Johnson recommenTas'kle _Company.of Grand
from under"- Kentucky or
ded mounting the transduRapids, M ichigan
Barkley Lake logs. It would
and
cer inside the boat on thy
be appropriate for spinnervarious portable models
goor near the stern. He
baits, crankbaits or essell for $95-125.
uses epoxy
glue
to
pecially plastic worms. The
The downrigger has been
accomplish the task, but
rod sells for around $50,
used for decades pp in the
its a complicated procegoes by the name "Black
deeper .lakes of the north
dure that should be done
Magnum' and can be
where 'rollers seek trout
only by an expert. If you
found in area tackle stores.
and walleyes But there's
don't get the transducer set
(If you "ant find one, write
no reason why it wouldn't
with the proper angle and
to the American Tackle
ivork wonders on local
--in the absence of air
Corporation, 420 Shearer
rockfish, white bass, largebubbles, you're only.comBlvd., Cocoe.Pla.32922).
motnhs.
%auger
or
even
pounding your. problems.
• at
downrigger
Odds and ends
Johnson said'that anybody
secrui is controlled depth.
Other new tackle inclugetting. interference or
end--the;method-- involves-eled-o)--Sitterhert.wmf14-1444--ssignal .at less than 82
hooking your line -onto a
Popper hr The Arixigas(
m.p.h. (my boat won't run
heavy weight that's attachCompany in a red -winged
quite that fast, like about
ed by wire to a pully device.
blackbirds 'r,ttern
This
3 I , shdbld seek the help of
Wire is let off the pully to a\
should hr-good *I local
a Lowrance dealer.
di-sired depth. and the line
lakes for obvious reasons.
The transducer should be
and bait trails behind the
The Bagley Bait Company
mounted '4 to 'z inch
---sseiar:in the fish zone.
is putting out a new small
below the hull if left outside
When a fish strikes, the
crayfish bait that should he
the boat: If mounted even
line is released from the
super around rocky. strucwith the hull, it'll get
weight, and the fight is on.
ture in early spring iThe
interference :from air bubBag-14-rep--says-erank- hallo -with---Daye-bles.
John-.)n .s _fish pointing
4...baits. at a fairly slow speed
Other tips the depthfingraph recorder. and I feel
for hest action. 11 you're
der expert offered included
buster 441E1ifish from Kenlooking for parts to build..
these. With a flasher unit.
totky Lake would rush
your own
baits. try
you get maximum sensitiheadlong from the myth
Chattanooga Tackle, Inc.
vity by turning the gain up
'category into reality. The
5475 Hixson Pike, P.O. Box
until you get a second
702, Hixson, TN 37343.
downrigger would also slay
(echo)' bottom reading.
sauger below Kentucky
They offer a catalog listing
Then reduce the gain until
Dam in June and July. .
a full line of tackle
this second reading comes
components.
More information on the
and'goes. The true bottom
.will be bright, and anything
....‘
between the bottom and
water's surface will show clearly.
<
Johnson said most fi\\
shermen have the misconception_that.-aZivide-seturn.
.
_
at the bottom.,means a soft.
muddy or silty bottom.
'
Actually a wife signal
..•
1 ',$),
...
means a hard bottom. The
wide signal appears because more of the sound is
.t.'.
i ,'
...•
,
bounced back to the unit: A
k
•
soft bottom absorbs some
11
of the sound. and less of it
..
N
makes the return trip to the
\‘,..;
\
N -IX
transducer. Hence the
,
\
%
nArrow signal,for a muddy
bottom.
- Johnson also - recommends against using the
—
/
depthfinder's suppression
I
feature, since it cuts down
h
----on return detail.
___,
Johnson demonstrated
..1-`
e
_
.
the use of a graph (seraight
.emii line) recorder. The Low—
/
;* ikk: ,--- /
----r
rance employee showed
,
.
-'
-----how the graph can be used
. 1,-.
_
4
— '------------ k
to actually see and identify
$
_-,-- z .:.,17,ti; ----- -- - ..,
fish under the water's
surface. Interpretation of
):'.S
_....-- ....... .;4
the graph's signals takes
...
/
.....-------‘:
<N
..2
some practice,_ but a
veteran can use the
.
. ..
..
4
machine as eyes for what's
_
v
under his boat. (Johnson
----:--„„
s41
-..
- ..•i4,
told me after the seminar
that he's charted rockfish
%
along the Tennessee River
%
/
channel
in
front of
Kentucky Dam. He said

used in conjunction with the
results of other population
surveys conducted throughout
the year, harvest data can
give an accurate reflection of
the size and health of the deer
herd in a particular area.
Because deer numbers and
habitat vary so much over the
state, biologists need to look at
data on an almost county-bycounty basis before deciding
best
the
harvest
on
regulations for particular
areas of the commonwealth.
The 1900 deer season dates,
bag limits and other deer
hunting regulations will be set
at the next meeting of the Fish
and Wildlife Commission,
scheduled for March 2 and 3 in
Frankfort. The commission
will also establish 1900 small
Fishing Tips
game regulations, so KenFor game fish, the fresher
tucky hunters can start
your bait the better. For
planning for next year after
catfish, the elder and slinkier
March 3.
the better, Usually.
-

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

Insulation 01
4

...Can Cut Home Energy ,
Consumption By Up To 30%
With the proper amount of insulation in your attic you'll be
able to save energy ... and
money on fuel bills tool

4
/

Murray Electric ,
,
_
System
401 Olive
753-5312
Winzejoymawkw/hm X\ VIMMAANNA V/11:

to

f

t.
41
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OSHA Approved Outhouse
We missed out last week due unloading money
to pay for when we opened it to inspect
to the fact of attending the gas at one of
One husband up. Outside.
those turnpike the levelness of the rig. As
National Farm Machinery service stations,
we drove usual the bubble was outside On ice. Cold. Looking at
Show in Louisville. Something right in and
found the the builseye. After blocking breaker box with forty
must have gone wrong. We designated area
- totally up, digging down, spinning, switches. Wrong one. Man on
had clear weather going up unmarked of course
as usual. meditating, and commenting far side of parking lot opens
and clear weather coming We were able to
identify it we gl5r it almost level. The door and shouts loudly.
back. Strange.
again by noting the ice for- dropcord reached with room Woman raises shade in next
line and peeks out. Fix trouble
In an effort to avoid the sky mation that covered about two to spare.
by unplugging cord and trying
high motel bills we went back acres and had vehicles parked
Everything was lovely.
another
outlet. Cold coffee
again this year in the OSHA in an orderly fashion where no Time for a good cold drink.
ranks right in there with hot
approved outhouse. Assuming two out of over a hundred were There was no ice. After
diet Pepsi's.
we use it twenty nights of the pointed the same way.
consuming one hot diet pepsi it
Tractor pulls and four wheel
We noted
much im- was decided to bury the other
year or so the cost is whittled
drive
pulls outstanding.
provemen
t this year. Instead drinks in the ice and snow
down to a mere two hundred
Enough machines torn up to
or so per night. That's real of the one pole with over a under the motonhome,„ This
hundred outlets for plugins, drew some strange lookslrom solve the national unemsavings of course.
this year there were two - the passers by. The hot diet pepsi ployment problem for at least
Jim Feltner reminded me to new one being rather
two months. Snow starts in
un- produced more than strange
take a dropcord this year cluttered with about forty.
We looks. - Fortunately airplanes Friday night and Saturday
fortunately to ward off the found a spot
Board members and officers for the Murray Bass Club for 1980, are from left to right
without much were constantly coming and morning. Wife loses ten
(standing) Don A Jones board
near electrocution on the trouble, breaking
pounds thinking about having
member, Bobby Atkins, board member, Jerry McConnell, board member, Dan
through the going overhead, lending a
Grimes,
secretary, Tom Bullington
world's largest ice rink where ice just once
to
drive
little jeep home again
treasurer,(seated)Mike Baker, president, Paul Maggard, vice-president.
and plunging.i.„ready alibi.
we parked last year. We had down in
like
last
year.
two feet of goo (this
The machinery show was
one of those big orange area is next to
Temperature reverses and
the horse barns Just great - as usual. A quack
suckers from John's Saving and is apparentl
warms
up. A four wheel drive
y used in foot doctor could have made a
Any14sepia's
Center about a hundred feet wanner
pickup nearly gets stuck
weather to walk them cool million per hour. It is
long.
parked
next
motor
to
home.
and let them - well, exercise is entirely possible to walk over
Having arrived up there' one word).
Ice melts. Refrigerator once
a hundred miles and never
with no trouble extent a mild
more unlevel. Alcohol, a
Only one tray of =solid ice leave the building. There were
hernia occurred during fell out
popular topic among those in
of the refrigerator about a thousand exhibits, and
attendance. Used in tractors.
seemingly a few hundred
4
Cars. Trucks. People. Tractor
thousand people.
pull a sellout every night.
The first night was nue. Set Restroom
s certain suicide. •
the thermostat on fifty-five
Saturday. Use jeep to pull
According to Bob Strode, March 6
Let's hope this warming larger Days with good deep speed.
the cold, warm:- cold daysw.
•
and the furnace got within
tournament director, the date
out Camaro from swamp. trend lasts, and lasts and creek channels.
Sauger are on the move as seem to trigger their
thirty degrees of it - on the
for the second annual Telethon
Food supply getting low. lasts. We should be able to
The Special Olympics high side. After
spawning run. Probably the
I have found them at depths
three hours of
tournament, sponsored by the tournament, sponsored by the
Watch four wheel drive catch some fish this weekend of 8 to 15 feet on Barkley and Kentucky Lakes when con- canal between Lake Barkley
steam bath I shut it off. Woke
ditions
are
like
they
are now.
Kentucky Lake Bass Club and Kentucky Lake Bass Club,
tractor pull in afternoon. And if this keeps up. The crappie worked slowly. This means
up an hour later in Alaska.
Minnows seem to be the best and Ky. Lakes offers one good
the Mayfield Bass Club, has will be held at Devils Elbow on
usually
move
some
onto
the
crazy
ledges
nuts sit on top of
that you should use a very to use this early in the spring area to try your luck this
been set for May 17. Times June 14 from 9 a.m. til II a.m. Removed the electric heater
and
dropoffs
Chevrole
that
feed
t
V-8's
into
bolted
light weight jig to control the but crappie will hit a jig if it is weekend.
to
from the bathtub (this doubles
and other information will be
Most of the time you can get
lawnmowers. Turning cold.
as the utility closet for
released at a later date.
out of the wind there.
Saturday night. Watch most
Murray Bass Club will hold everything that won't go
Below the dams have been
folks leave and decide to wait
their first club tournament out anywhere else) and plugged it
The League of Kentucky
real good for those that have
until morning.
of Kenlake Marina March 8. up. Fine.
Sportsmen will hold their
been able to go during the
Sunday morning. Cold. Very
Starting time will be seven
EiglA-thirty a.m. breakfast
spring meeting at Camp
week. Several are snagging
cold. Three honeybuns left.
a.m. and weigh-in time will be underway. One son up. One
Currie on March 3, at 7 p.m
for catfish and filling their
Half of sausage patty. Heel of
son down. Resourceful wife in
2 p.m.
Plans for the convention will
If you've had enough of
5. Check the battery for full for nicks, dents and chips. freezers.
stale bread loaf. Diet pepsi's.
the new improved life.
be the main topic. Time for the
winter's foul winds and charge; clean the terminals. Small dents and nicltcan be
The water temperature
Drink breakfast. Jeep door
Kentucky Lake Bass Club Cooking. With toaster. Bet- refuses to unlock. Gain
meal will be 6 p.m.
precipitat
ion, if you're suf- Clean and inspect battery fixed easily, but it may be below the dams remains in the
entry
ween
TV,
the
the
hair
dryer,
will hold their first club
through rear in sub artic fering from that common cable connections. Check advisable to replace the low 40's and that's good. As
the toaster, the coffee pot, and
The KentuckLy Waterfowl tournament out of Kenlake
long as the bait fish move
coma.
Inside lock will not -ailment known as "cabin polarity before installing propeller.
the other gadgets one severely
Alliance will hold a meeting at Marina March 15. Starting
fever," then it's time to think battery cable. With cables
around so will the gamefish.
8.
Always
disengage
carry
spare
a
outside
lock.
Roll
strained twenty amp breaker
ahead toward a fun and installed, cover the cable propeller kit (propeller thrust
the Kentucky Dam Village time will be 7:30 a.m. and
If you plan on building any
down window. Crank jeep and
went
click
on
the
post.
State Park convention center weigh-in time will be 3:30 p.m
troublefree boating season.
connections with an anti- washer, drive pin, cotter pin, stake beds you better get to it,
crawl out rear. Administer
Plan your trips. Put in for corrosion lube to prevent propeller nut), a set of spark the time is right. There are
persuasion to door lock aith
vacation time. Make your corrosion.
plugs, large tube of gearcase several designs to use with old
hammer and crow bar.
6. Carefully inspect the fuel lubricant, pliers, standard slab lumber but I think my
Leave door open. Dig out reservations. And, by all
check
and line and gas tanks for any screwdriver, spark plug favorite one is the standing
-orange drop cord from ice. means,
wrench and propeller nut timber type. Just drive slabs
Eighty feet about an inch at a doublecheck your boating leaks or splits.
7. Look over the propeller wrench.
or poles about 10 inches apart
— time using crowbar and army-- equipment.
Part of your pre-season
into the bottom of the bay you
trenching tool. Tell wife to
planning should include a
like to fish. Place them in
drive jeep out into main
shallow water areas or close
parking lot and we will hook it check on your outboard motor
to a bank so they won't be a
up behind motorhome there. and preparation to insure that
hazard to boaters or skiers.
Whatever you do, DO NOT it will be ready to go when you
Fifteen or twenty stakes that
CLOSE DOOR. Wife closes are. Don't make the mistake
are
placed in a circle much
door. Censored. Take hammer of waiting until the last
Mary
354.81, lower stage 317.51.
By
Barrow
. and beat frozen mud from minute, only to discover you
Fishing reports are coming Water temperature at the sur- like a stump would be, makes
;haizl-used to pull our Camaro forgot to change those plugs in slow this week due to the face was 38 degrees, 10 feet 39 a good place for gamefish of
day before. Use crowbar to that you promised you would rainy weather, but a few degrees, 25 feet 40 degrees. all kinds to hide in or beside.
Ao last fall when you put the
I also like the brushpiles the
unstick from carpet.
anglers tried their luck. Gary Kentucky Lake upper stage
folks
from TVA has placed
Finally get started home outboard in storage.
Marquardt and L.J. Hendon 355.1L
Checking —the motor
in
.
to thc waters.
pulling jeep. First toll booth.
ént&ack to SyCliinore LanThursday
,
—Fehr=
They really look good and I
Window frozen on driver's take only a few minutes and it ding,in Tenn.. Wednesday but levels and temperatures not
feel sure they will improve our
side. Raise pair of eighteen can mean more hours of fun on the fog was thick and the available.
inch channel locks to tap. the water this spring and fishing slow. The pair came
Friday, February 22, spawn as well as our creel. We
Attendant flees. Reach summer. The people at home with only five sauger but Barkley Lake upper stage needed something like this
Benton. Home sweet home. Johnson Outboards offer the they were of good size.
354.48, lower stage 317.68. program several years ago
following pre-season tips.
146,
Water temperature at the sur- but we just couldn't get poeple
Lowell
Outland
tried
Those crappie were taken from Cypress Springs Thursday February 14, in amyl 1St.20
his
1. Remove, clean, inspect
face
luck
was 39 degrees, 10 feet 40 to believe our fish population
crappie
at
fishing on Kenfeet a water en minnows. Although you may have to watch for some ice titers are fish I.
HAPPY
FOUR and properly gap the spark tucky
degrees,
Lake
25 feet 41 degrees. would ever be in danger.
Thursday
Friand
be caught.
plugs. Replace defective
WHEELING.
day
Kentucky
and
Lake upper stage Thanks to the folks from TVA!
said
it
was
extremely
plugs. Be certain to use new
HAPPY FISHING
gaskets and torque the plugs slow and the lake was rough. 354.93.
Fred
Gardner,
Murray
of
Bait
to outboards manufacturer's
recommendations. Take care Co., said there had not been
in seating the plugs when anyone in with any fish, but
the last few days of warm
replacing them.
2. Remove the oil level plug weather should change things.
Where "Service Is Our Business
Louie Williams, of Cypress
from the gearcase and check
for proper oil level. When Springs, said a few boats had
16
-1.107,1vej
removing the lower plug, put in at his dock but very few
check for bits of metal filings fish had been brought in.
With the warmer air
or water coming out first,
temperatures the water
'indicating a possible leak.
temperature has begun to rise
3. Check around • the
and
the fishing should imHi-Way 641 S.
propeller hub for any
prove in the next few days.
monofilam
ent
fishing
line
that
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hw.641 South
753-9131
may have become entangled
Water Levels
Murray, Ky.
during last season's use.
and Temperatures
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322 ?'
4. Thoroughly' clean and
Wednesday, February 20,
refinish surfaces as required.
Barkley Lake upper stage
4,

14
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Think Ahead For
Troublefree Boating

Fishing Report, Lake
And River Stages

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting Goods

641 Super Shell

Storey's

Foodelani

Open 7 Days A Week

Your U-Haul Headquarters

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

s

Woor

A sssss

Kenlake Marina
Anything Lass Is Just A Car

140y Holiday Travel,Inc

Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
D3/4 Mi.:11.1RE

GRAYSON McCTURT -

Take 94 Tosf out of Murroy for )
moles Turn rnhf on 280
nflow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner
s Grocery Fake
blacktop into Ponoromdand follow
block top to your right

12

Telephone,502-436-5483
•

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
.Rentals- Guide Serviue-Covered StoragaLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

•HOOKS
'
JIM

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
753-6779

P At.:E 10 THE Mt:KHAN
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HEALTH

AM.

Lung has collapsed
Lawrence L. Lamo,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB Three-and-a-half years ago 85
percent of my son's lung
collapsed The doctor said he
didn't know what caused it
He had fallen on ice a week
before and we thought that
nught have been the cause.
The doctor said no but told
him to stay out of unpressurized airplanes. Now it has collapsed completely and the
doctor says smoking or
emphysema causes it. He
doesn't smoke or drink. Could,
he have emphysema? He's
only 23 years old.
DEAR READER - I suppose your son could have
emphysema. There are certain forms of lung disease that
fall in that category One of
the air sacs may ealarge into

A
very large cyst and
encroach upon the breathing
capacity of the lungs and
that's sometimes called a
form of emphysema The usual form that you see in cigarette.smokers is most unlikely
in view of your son's age mid
the fact that he's a nonsmoker.
You're telling me that he
has what we call spontaneous
pneumothorax which means
spontaneous accumulation of
air inside the chest There's
normally a space between the
surface of the lungs and the
chest wall. This space is
closed because the lungs
expand to fill it.
Some people, have a little
blister formed on the surface
of the lungs and it may rup-

ME ACES'

IRA G CORN, JR

"One good head is better
than a hundred strong
hands "-- Thomas Fuller

NORTH

2-23-A

CLASSIFIED ADS

1. Legallotice

1. Leal Notice

6. Help Wanted

Part time or full time If you
teach Or sell or it you have a
smarm aesue to do something
truely exceptional with your
life call(901)642-6742

•J
111 J 8 4
•ki46432
4 A 57
EAST
•Q 7 4 2
A 76
•J 9 8 7
•10 P
l'SOUTH
•K 9 6
V K Q2
•K 5
K 64 32
HIrterabie: Both. Dealer
North. The bidding:

Lure and it's somewhat like
NOTICE OF
puncturing an inner tube in a
SHERIFF'S SALE
tire. The air leaks out through
For a bridge player, one
that ruptured blister and
Pursuant to KRS 426.160 the following property
accumulates in the space good head is better than a
will be offered for sale to the highest bidder on March
between the lungs and chent. hundred strong suits -1, 1980:
9. Situation Wanted
The accumulated air causes sometimes the suits are not
2100 Azaleas
Babysitting in my home
the lung to collapse.
as strong as they might
TERMS: cosh
We really don't know why appear.
daytime only Have experience
LOCATION: Four Seasons Nursery. Almo, Kentucky
some people have those little
and references 153-4632
West led his
TIME: 10:00 am.
blebs on the surface of their spade and East'sfourth best
queen
covExperienced filing, light typing
informat
For
contact
Morris,
Callowa
Max
ion,
lungs. Sometimes they're just
y
ered dummy's jack,
seeking position paying $4 per
County Sheriff.
in one little area and if a per- declarer to win hisforcing
king.
hour for full time work Call
son has .repeated Attacks, it Visuali
zing six quick dia159-4415
The above items ore- from the
may even be advisable to
inventor
y at Green
have this area of the lung mond tricks, declarer
Thumb Nursery, Inc
Would like to take care of
removed. In any case, most cashed his diamond king and
elderly
lady or sick person Call
14
North East South West
individuals with spontaneous led to dummy's ace.
521-9013 after 3 pm
Pass 24
•
Pass
West discarded on the
pneumothorax recover comPass 3 NT All pass
pletely and it is not a life second lead and declarer 2•
Will keep children in my home
NOTICE OF
threatening, or persistently could do no better than lead
in New Concord 436 2411
Opening lead: Five of
SHERIFF'S SALE
disabling defect.
a heart.
spades
WO do light housework, MonPursuant to KRS 426.160 the following property
It was unlucky to have
..In view of your son's probday through Friday, $5 per
will
be
offered
for
sale
to
the
highest bidder on March
lem, you may be more inter- found the 4-1 diamond plai• them in such a way so
hour Call 753-8861
1,
1980:
ested in how the lungs work break, however, declarer as to keep the clubs in a
and it may help you to under- had a better way to play the ready reserve
Would
like to do houseclean
- 5x7 file drawers
stand what is happening to hand.
ing Call 753-1460
1 - three drawer filing cabinet.
him. For this reason, I'm
Had declarer shown a
2 - NCR cash registers
Bid with Corn
10. Bus. Opportunity
sending you The Health Letter
1 - White kneeling bench
number 2-4, Keeping Your good head, he would have
Marketing business part-time
2 - Brass two candle candelabras
Lungs Fit. Other readers who played the diamonds in a Sot. h holds 2-23-B
ACROSS
DOWN
full-time,
products new to area
slightly
differen
way.
t
2
Brass
nine candle candelabras
want this issue can send 75
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
•J
1 Listen
1 Torrid
Call 753.5906 after 5 pm
After winning the spade
16- Isle brass candelabras
cents with a long, stamped,
J 84
5 Satiate
2 Ages
Monday through Friday
•1 Qa 4 3 2
CCU MOO MUM self-addressed envelope for it. king, a low diamond is led to
2candle lighters
9 Snake
3 Near
4AJ7
12 Man's name 4 King Arthur's MCC OCOO OOM Send your request to me, in. dummy's ace and another
1 - Brass arch candelabra
141:WIT
TH
_
care of this newspaper, P.O. back to the king. West dis13 Arab chief
lance
CM CCC 00000M Box
2 - Bross basket holders
exerciser
Bicycle
type
Call
South
North
/551.
14 Inlet
Radio
City Station. cards as before, but the dif5 Spanish title MCM OV0 000
1 - Brass three candle candelabra
1•
753-0368 after 4 pm
40
New York, NY 10019.
15 Tellurium
6 Astounded
CCCC
ference
CUD
is
1
that
00190
the
lead is in
Box refillable metal candles
1
symbol
. 7 Scale note
es a person only
Buying U S silver coins, sterlCCU 000 003 hasSometim
2 - Boxwood wedding trees and arch
16 -.Pinta
one episode of spontane- declarer's hand instead of in
8 Time period
ANSWER
:
Two
diamond
s
ing
silver, gold rings etc Call
EICIGIC
CC
dummy
ICICICI
1
Burroug
h
and Santa
electric
adding machine
ous pneumothorax. Less com9 Macaw
One no trump is a possibility
527 9139 for prices
UCC UM GOO
Maria
1 - White statue water fountain
10 Yes. SP.
monly a person may have two
This allows declarer to However, with a singleton
18 - Khan
UCUU DUO 001:01 and there are a few individu- try a club finesse to spade and no
11 Ma and
- Black four drawer file cabinet
Bicycle exerciser Call 489heart
20 Rhodium
17 Zeus's
COO 000 3331 als who have recurrent dummy's jack .arid. when stopper. it is safer true
1 - Grey desk and choir
2118
to
rebid
Symbol
the
beloved
CCM= 000 CI3 episodes. I would say that if this wins, the welcOme club six card suit
1 - Secretary chair
22 Seep
19 Proceed
your son has another episode,
CUM
COM
1
- Metal ledger card holder
023
1
split
24 Globes
gives
declarer his nine
21 Stop
It might be advisable to refer
Buying Silver Coins,
send bridge questions to The Aces
27 Break-sud- 23 Geraint's wife UU12 CUU0
him to a pulmonary specialist tricks On the run.
TERMS: Cosh
above
I'ii Box 12363 Dallas Texas
market
•
denly
75225
25 Acts of ban- 38 Hastens
53 Sun god
who can take a close look to
LOCATION: 610 South 4th St., Murray, Ky.
A tricky hand. It is right with self addressed stamped envelope
29 Rockfish
dits
40 Solar disk , 56 Fruit drink
prices.
see if he has a little area of for declare
TIME: 1,00 p.m.
31 Skill
r to play the dia- ferrep,
26 Guides
43 Cleared
58 Greek letter
blebs that might need correcCall
For information, contact Max Morris,
32 Tesserae
monds
27 Paper fasten- 46 Growing out 60 Males
first.
But
he
must
tion if he wishes to avoid havCalloway
34 Coin
County
er
753-68
Sheriff.
of
37
61 Behold'
ing recurrent episodes.
•
36 That is. Abbr.. 28 Wampum
48 Abstains
62 Hypothetical
37 Append
30 Wine cups
from food
f. force
The reason your doctor
Would like to buy Used store
- 33 Cicatrix ' 51 Man's nick- 64 Preposition
39 Harm
The above items ore from the inventory of Green
wanted your son to stay out of
displays or racks any sue Call
41 Greek letter 35 Send forth
riarne
66 Aboe
airplanes is that as atmosThumb Nursery, Inc.
42 Profit
Dehnicon-Hunt Sporting Goods
pheric pressure decreases at
3.
---44-kindwottitar
153-8844
altitude
the
trapped
air in the
45 Confederate
chest expands; The expanded
12 111
13 31
Want t _Inv Junk cars. cal(
general
Francts Drake
WI
Asor Feeiriry -12-S '1980 - Irill"
air
can
2. Notice
create pressure on the
474.8838 after 5 pm
47 Shoal
18 19
Charles
Colson
will
no
longer
FOR
MONDA
heart and.cause serious probY,FEBRUARY 25, 1980
49 Cargo units
responsible for any debts other
1tic1iS For Sile
What kind of cray will
lems. Even pressurized air50 Stave
Creative energy and output
than my own
20
11272
21
al
craft are not pressurized to tomorrow be. To find out what
.52'Headliner
II
25 il
Clearanc
e sale' Fireplace
sea level during flight at high the stars say, -read the is high, but social life could
54 State: Abbr. 27
2.
Notice
enclosur
II
es
M
with glass doors and
interfer
e
with
work
that
has
to
55 Girl's name 32
altitudes but are maintained forecast given for your birth
wire mesh draw screens all
be done Try to complete
57 Despot
at a pressure below that Sign.
3
ilIIII
sizes and finishes while they
59 Part of "to
tasks.
?Ol$*LE
encountered at 7000 feet. That
last
$34 99 Wallin Hardware.
be"
•
GEMINI
is still enough to cause a lot of
COLT PTTNONS
61 Land parcel
Paris
air expansion if the amount of ARIES
May 21 to June 20)
$355.00
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) •
63 Food ppair, trapped in the chest is
Your personality goes over
Esterravel-organ $130, Stereo
.0%
$340.00
gram
Get household chores done well now.
large
Don't miss tke Bridal
Watch out for people
record
19
player, $30, squirrel
6,5 Very big
early. Work should progress with
Below Discount
5
*
a11
ulterior motives. A
Fen, Feb. 24, et
cage fan $40 fOrmtca top
67 Poem
Rogers
favorab
'
Calf
ly,
though
inwardl
y
68 Goals
table $20 four boxing gloves
Holiday Inn from 1:00
Elton
John
topped you may harbor negative kindness may . have strings
76343011 after 6
69 Unlock
attached. Be wary.
$15 Call 753-8361
to 5:00.
Billboard's list of the top thoughts re a relationship.
CANCER
popular albums two years in a TAURUS
1967 Mustang Gold Kenmore
Bible Facts Free Store for the
CARTER STUDIO
June 21 to July 22)
row,in 1974 and 1975.
electric dryer and Kenmore
(Apr. 20 to May 20) k:SCL,
304 Mc,
'5,
needy
759-460
52,
4H
0
You're articulate and selfdishhsher. built in model
PEANUTS
expressive. Someone may
framalememeemeelente
753-7861
resent
your
enthusi
asm and
'fOU HAVE TO BE
/STILL FOLLOWING
t?OU CAN ALwAYS
WELL HiLLO
1965
Scout $1000. Ze1nth
needlessly criticize. Watch out
CAREFUL WHEN
THAT FAT STOMACH
home stereo w-stand. $15 verRUN INTO A
THERE!
for killjoys'
't'OU'RE J0661N6
son 10-speed bike $50
\!OUN
C I SEE.,,
._
LEO
II
BARBED COMMENT I
4159-1207
-July 23 to Aug. 22)
A time when
you'll
Westinghouse range. $95 Simaccomplish a lot in private. Be
mons mattress and box six.
skeptical about propositions
c•
trigs, $50 Lester upright piano.
voiced now. Not everything
$100 Call 753-2368 after 6
may be on the up and up.
News, Society and
pm
VIRGO
Sports- 753- T918
16.Notifirtiniishirris
-0.Z-/eva
(Aug. 2.3 to Sept. 22 n9
Retail Display ad, •
Antique
Not a time for financial
table, six chairs china
vertisin
g 753-1919
PLEASE LOOSEN OUR
agreements. Rivals use subtle
and buffet Call 431-4155 after
Classif
ied
Display
,
CLOTtactics though friends are
5 pm
Classified, CirculatiAdvertisers are req.u.estectSIMPLY CAN'T DRAW
supportive and interested in
Bassett dining room suite 6
on and the Business
STRAIGHT
'o check the first inyour well-being.
chairs table with leaf, and hut
Office
may
be
LINES.,
,ertion of ads for correCLIBRA
ch. Call 759-4939 after 5 pm
1Lir
i
reache
d
on
753W
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22itions This newspaper odiii
-_- For sale Spanish living room
1916 and 753-1917
Career activities progress
ne responsible for only
suite with sofa, chair, and catsmoothly and then bog down.
:ne incorrect insertion
fee table. Call after 5 pm. 435Though the overall picture is
WANT AD
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
-4212
difficult to
'CLASSIFICATIONS
REPORTE
D IMMEDIATE--ite -duties- now:-- 11.11ispit
'Sacrifice, $600 Whirlpool
kistecttft?è"idTfe40f rerneri,,2*
that will quickly help you locate
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
SCORPIO
.14••
range $325 New almond caithe classification you are looking
BEETLE BAILEY _v
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
rn. self-cleaning oven and all
rOUR
CAREFUL
AD
ANDLY
for
- Good news from those at a
extras, used only 10 hours Call
WHAT
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
_i_ LIKE PARAVES.
1. legal Notice
WELL, TI-4E BIS ONE
(-AN
D
T1-4E
LITTL
E
distance
Make
.
travel
plans.
436-222
A
4
ARE
2.
Z GET TO SEE
Notice
'ASE
OF AN ERROR
IS FOR BUILDING
MEDALS ARE FOR
romantic interest is hard to
3. Card of Thanks
Tr-4E GENERALS
Stainless
OUR FIELD LATRINE
steel waterless
DESIG
NING
fathom now. Still, avoid
4. In Memory
ALL
MEDALS
cookware Home demostration
SYSTEM...
BS MEDAL.
S.
lost
and
suspicio
needles
Found
ns.
s
FOR?
kind New Originally $500
6. Help Wanted
SAGITTARIUS
selling $249 Will deliver 15.
Situation
Wanted
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
iflii0
011111 CALI
10. Bus Opportunity
324-3213
Capitalize on a fast
The Temptation of
11. Instructions
Toni half beds, one solid maple
developing career
12. Insurance
Suicide - 759-4444.
with springs. $60 one with
opportunity. Later, problems
13. For Sale or Trade
Children's Story - 75914. Want Ti But
mattress and box springs, $50.
could arise in connection with
4445.
15. Articles For Sale
Call 753-9458.
friends or relatives.
16. Home Furnishings
CAPRICORN
17. Vacuum Cleaners
17, Vacuum Cleaners
10)
Jan.
Dec.
72 to
(
18. Sewing Machines
6.
Help
Wante
d
19. Farm Equipment
On your own you'll make
117.
20. Sports Equipment
progress with your work.
BLONDIE
Earn extra money at home.
-rnu
21. Monuments
Later, someone refuses to
Good pay. Easy work. No exVACUUM
22.
*areal
display his hand. Power-play
perience necessary. Start im23. Exterminating
CLEAN
ERS
tactics will be evident.
mediately
. Send name and ad24. Miscellaneous
{Qs
9069.,:e4 pws ioI. and
AQUARIUS
dress to. LAW, Box 91-1.
25. Business Services
se,
s4• rail (9011 642 /619 L6.240
ce 107 W Wesh.ngtw, 5, Coto
26. TV Radm
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Zeigler, 11 62999.
kw, Pm.. F.,
27. Mobile Home Sales
Career efforts proceed
28. Mob Home Rents
smoothly. Plan to get your
Security Officer. Salary $3 60
21. Heating-Cooling
19. Farm Equipment
work done early. A financial
30. Business Rental
per hour. Must be 21 years old,
proposa
may
l
not be up
deal or
31. Want To Rent
For sale Ford Jubilee tractor
High School Graduate, required
32. Apts For Rent
to snuff. Be skeptical.
436 5830
valid Kentucky Drivers license
33. Rooms for Rent
PISCES
and permanant residence in
For sale- Clover and Timothy
34.
Houses
For
Rent
20)
Mar.
Feb. 19 to
the state of Kentucky. Must be
35. Farms For Rent
hay. square bales, one
Capitalize on romantic
able to meet -and deal with
36. For Rent Or Lease
Kentand: red clover seed; one
opportunity. Give and accept
37. livestock-Supplies
public and willing to work
row Holland tobacco setter;
invitat
Discus
ionS:
sions
31. Pets-Supplies
PHANTOM
nights or weekends. Miibqty
John Deere three blade disc
39, Poultry-Suppties t.
iNtl, thougll about intimate matters
MAMA!
members are encouraged to a
HELOISE BEAUTIFUll.!T.GROWN WOMEN
plow, 10 ft. Easy flow fertilizer
40.
Produce
nowhere
DIANA..
.
,
get
UNCLE
may
-.AND
ply. Cabinet maker Temporary
DIANA y WHO
41. Public Sale
MAMA. GOGO
AND THE
spreader, No. 16 International
PAVE!
KIT,„
ARE
THESE
AND TOTlJ OP
full-time position, salary cam-.
42.(tome Loans
BABIES!
silage chopper grass and corn
LITTLE
THE PYGMY
YOU BORN TODAY are
43. Real Estate
misarait with experience. Seekhead; new Holland power take
GIRLS 2
BANDAR.
44. lots For Sale
religiously inclined and
ing an experienced, qualified
off; manure spreader. Barney
45. Farms For Sale
drawn
naturally
to
cabinet maker to construct and
Herndon, 382-2489.
46. Homes For Sale
humanitarian work. You have
install cabinets and other wood,
47.
Motorcycle
s
,
Hit
salt. 110 gallon, 8 r- ow,
the ability to commerdalize
work
in the University center.,
44. Auto Services
boom _spray. like new. 436your artistic talents and can
'Must possess several years of
49. Used Cars'
fp
5498.
SO. Used Trucks
succeed in music, writing,
experience in detail cabinet
painting: tetItpture
'
1
--rboodatiarasott:asaus-ivaa--52. Boats and tablas
acting.% The professions and
from specifications and
power steering. Call 7517386'.
53.
Semites
Offered
business may also interest
blueprints. Apply in person,
SA. For Trade
1256 Internstronal tractor, 14 ••
you; in particular, medicine,
Personnel Office, 2nd floor
IS. Feed And Seed
ft, 8 International disc, 5-16
engineering, manufacturing
54.
free
Sparks
Column
Hall,
Murray
State
CON TD.
bottom John Deere places. Call
Si. Wanted
and travel.
University.
753-8729 or 435-4460
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oods
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place
s and
s, all
they
ware.
tereo
uirrel
-top
loves,
more
more
ode!
erth .
verCall
Simspriano.
er 6

tuna
after
e. 6
hutm.
f0001

cØ43Slpool
cold at,
Call

aple
with
$50

436-

30. Business Rental
36. For Rent Or Lease
Office building. 201 South 5th
(formerly Dr Oakley's dentist
Warehouse
office) Annual lease available.
Storage
Call Bob Miller 753-2920.
Space

49 Used cars

n

1.
)1LiE BuY GOLD
Jr

gos
STOP

G4

Vh I 1,,11

1972 4-door, ps, pb. air, BuiLii
_eSabra $100 Call 753-7509

50. Used Trucks

./,
La, excellent condition, low mileage Call 151
5018 after 6 pm
1976 Chevrolet short wheel
Silverado
base
black
automatic, steering and air
Call atter 5 pm, 436-5347
1979 Chewy pickup, 4x4
$5600 Excellent condition
Call 753-9678 atter 5 pm
1974 Chevrolet pickup. air and
power. AM-FM. WI wheel, dual
tanks, sliding rear glass
$1495 Call 489-2595
1965 Chevrolet pickup. short
wheel base new paint Call
753-7314.
Lriery

51-U-hues Offered
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates, prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care 4892714.

53. Services Offered
Painting Paper hanging Corn
mercial or residential Free
estimates 759-1987
Snow removal from driveways
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
work
breaking
disking
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5 atter 5
pm 753-2632
Tree trimming and removing
Also light hauling
Free
estimates 753-5476

1972 model Chevrolet Caprice
350 Cu. in., 70,000 actual
Carpentery Quality workman
Ideal fur storing nouse full of
Deluxe, clean 3 bedroom, famimiles Call after 5 Pm- 753ship
New or repair Hawley
or
furniture
onhques
ly room with fireplace, central
4443.
Bucy. 492-8120
air heat pump No pets. bussness---overflows etc
1971 Corvette, automatic with
Carpel
cleaning,
free
References $280 641 South, Phone 753 7618 ofter 5.00
air, new tires. Sharp! Call days
prr
estimates, satrsfied references.
492-8452.
753-0265. nights 159-1857.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanEmbassey apartments, 2 3ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
8T
1970 Chevy Impala Custom
bedrooms. Call 753-4331
753-5827
Coupe. Good nadition, extra
AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies
Furnished apartment, near 10 weeks old, cute
wheels with studded tires.
Concrete and block work Block
and make
downtown Murray. Call 153- perfect pets $50 1531934 or
$450 Call 436-2321
garages. basements, driveways,
PAINTING
4109
walks, patios, steps, free
Residential. Farni
after 7 pm 753-1861
1972 Ford Pinto good condiand ('uninierciel
estimates. Charles Barnett,
Furnished 2 bedroom apart- itKC registetd male Doberman
tion Call 436-5471 after 5 pm
Spra) brush & roller
753-5476
ment downtown, water and Pinscher pups
15 Yrs. Experience
quality
For sale 1912 Chevrolet Im
heat furnished 753-1569
FE5
RALPH WORLEY
bloodlines black and brown,
pala Sport Sedan 350 motor, 1973 Dodge Adverture '4 ton Carpentry service. Whatever
your
needs,
old
or
new,
For rent Two or three bedroom $100 each Call 489.2317
436.2353
quality
Last summer they were all down at the gas 5t i2re,sO.00air. apcotwuaelr strneellreisng, g0
pickup
equipair,
Power
and
00d
0d
apartment, two baths, furnish Basic and Advanced dog obeped to pull camper, very clean work Call 753-0565.
station."
ed, utilities furnished also dience classes and private incondition. Call 753-3969.
$1295 Call 489-2595
Call Bob's Home Improvement Will haul driveway white rock
_
and Ag lime, also have any type
753-4626 days or 753-4632 structions Also tracking
For sale 1969 Camaro SS, 1974 El Camino. Call Brandon Home repairs remodeling con- of brown or white pea gravel
and 43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate _
Kelly's Termite nights Ask for Anthony
crete work 753-4501
protection training. All breeds
$650 or best offer. 753-2670 Dill. 753-1551.
Also do backhoe work Call
vVe re sold in your noose after 4 pm
Furnished one bedroom apart- and ages from 2 months up
Pest Control
Driveways white rocked and Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
F-250
1970
truck
pickup
Ford
oefore we seH t Our theory is
ment Zimmerman Apartments, Professional instructor, 436Phone 753 3914
graded. Any size white rock or 753-6763
simple. We take the time to 1971 Lincoln Continental Mark $600. Call 753-4652 between pea gravel, one ton and up.
South 16th 753-6609
2858.
III
Loaded with equipment, 8 and 4:30.
Will do plumbing and heating
know your house price it corClifford Garrison, 753-5429.
For rent: Newly decorated one Black Labrador Retriever pups
24. Miscellaneous
new tires, in good condition.
repairs and remodeling around
rectly. and discove, it s distincFor
sale
or
trade.
1977
bodge
Electrical or plumbing repairs, the home.
Firewood for sale. $25 rick bedroom apartment, furnished for sale $50 each Call 492
Call 753-2211 or
!ive features Because we're Call 1-354-6217 atter 4 pm.
4x4, extra nice, ps, pb. ac. 318 by the lob, by
BOYD-MAJ
the hour. Well 753-9600.
delivered, 18 or 24 inches. Oak-or unfurnished, partial utilties 8851
1974 LTD. power; air power automatic. Call after 5 pm,
it
it.
on
sold
much
easier
to
furnished. 1414 Vine St.
pumps repaired. 474-2257.
REAL ESTATE
Irish Setter pup. $50, only one
and Hickory. 489-2327
find the right b,.;yers and close windows, AM-FM stereo, under 435-4272.
Wet basement? We make wet
753-8080
left
753-6497
Living
Guttering
room
bedroom
by Sears. Sears con- basements dry. work completecombinaThen
63.000
sale.
Po?
Nice
the
cat,
even
priced
save you
to For sale: 1979 Chevrolet diesel
40 Pound stand of lard $15
-usswimnuipmwomotrtion,
large
kitchen,
tinous
gutters
partially
installed per ly guarenteed. Call or write
.itime after the Ale by helping sell. 492-8596.
Professional Ser.Ices
Call 436-2433
41. Public Sale
pickup, Silverado, low mileage. your specifications
With The Fnendiy Toothfurnished. $120 per month, alt
. Call Sears Morgan Construction Co.,
with time-consuming paper- 1973 Nova. 4-door. 6
loaded'.
753-8681
cylinder.
Call
or
753Texture paint $5.99 a gallon. utilities paid. small deposit re7512310 for free estimates.
work. It s all a matter of spen- good condition. 759-1894.
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
4699.
Having a yard sale •
Flats and enamels. 900 colors. quired. Call 753-3132.
A PLACE FOR
ding our time wisely so it
Having trouble getting those KY'42001, or call day or night,
Then pickup your free
Sundries Coast 'to Coast HardEVERYTHING
doesn't waste yours. This is lust 1973 98 Olds. extra nice, low For sale: 1970 model Chevrolet. odd jobs done around the 1-442-7026.
yard sale signs from
ware, Central Shopping Center. New 2 bedroom duplex for
another reason you should call mileage, loaded, Michilin 753-1631.
Beautiful home on
rent located in Westwood Subhouse? For all your odd lob Will do hauling
the Gallery of Homes
of any kind
Century 21 Loretta Jobs radials. Call 753-5482.
Hwy. 1828 near Mid26. 1V-Radio
division 753-0915
1977 Jeep Honcho, tilt, cruise, needs call 753-8056
492-8700
office on Highway 641
Realtors
today
at
way.
3
753-1492.
large
bedrooms
1969 Pontiac wagon. extra AM-FM stereo, levi inside. Will
Centrex by Pioneer, AM-FM 8- Nice unfurnished 2 bedroom
N. in The Village ShupNere the Neighborhood Pro- good condition. See 509 S sell or trade. Call 753-3134 Insulation blown in by Sears. 56. Free Column
with many built ins,
track. Mag. Cart.. speakers. duplex close to MSU Call 153
save on these high heating and
ping Center just
,essionals
11th.
,vllimit in business
anytime.
regular $299.95, now $269 95. 4126 after 4 30 pm
cooling bills. Call Sears, 153- Free puppies, 8 weeks old. part
across from the
ecriter and china
Collie, part German Shepherd
Coast to Coast Hardware: Cen1,977 Thunderbird, automatic 52. Boats and Motors 2310, for free estimates.
Boston Tea Party
Nice furnished one bedroom
cabinet in kitchen
Call 436-2507 after 530 pm.
tral Shopping Center.
with console, lipstick red. Reward!
for informatiorr Licensed electrician, prompt,
apartment. Inquire 100 S 13th
I ien with fireplace and
white vinyl .top, white interior. teading
JOHN SMITH
puppy! 9 weeks old. light
Free
Midland 12- btiw T V , regular Street Single only References
efficient
to
recovery
of
Jon
boat.
service.
Call Ernest
tmoiccas-e, sewith:.
Nice! All offers considered. Call motor
brown. Needs a good, home and •
$85.95 only $6995. Coast to required
White,
and
trailer
stplen
753-0605.'
center in utility room
/53-0265 days. 759-1857 February
lots of love. Call 759-1970.
Coast Hardware. Central Shoop19th. Boat. 1.4: Polar Licinsed Electrician
One bedroom. adjoining Univer
acre lot with
and gas in- Monday through Friday, 9 til .3,,
nights.
.. _rag„Center..
Kraft. Serra' number CF 1'444. stallation',
753-122
2
sly, water furnished $130.
heatiog
excellent garden.aLea,„__
installation anytime on weekends.
19, -Reg 6815 Z. trailer, and lep_airs..U11.713-720,
Zenith color television Call 1303 Cheitnut Phone 753this house has all the
Anent
condition
extra
sharp
Moody.
14'
15V.
-S7-Wanted
759-1603
,
3134.
extras and priced w
Call 753-8666 or 498-827-9
Anderson at 436-5451
EXCELLENT
Concrete and block
the 60's.
Reliable mature woman for
27. Mobile Home Sales Three bedroom duplex with kit753-7411
LOCATION
work. Block garages,
1975 VW Rabbit. excellent 53. Services Offered
church nursery. Call 753-7971
Alit)!
-119 11)1
Is what we have in this
Double wide on two acres land. chen appliances furnished
basements, driveways,
mechanical condition. Approxafter 5 pm.
‘NT TO SI;A It I
AA-1
$18,000. Owner will finance central heat and air with heat Garage sale 2 miles -east at
4-bas shop located
imately 35 mpg. Call 436- ing ALL TYPES home remodel- walks, patios, steps.
'O(
K\
pump
located tti city limits
and
maintenanc
e.
Set
Small down payment. Call 489of house trailer axles
Nrastri-in
Stadium
View
Free
2862.
estimates. Charles
Murray on 94. turn .on' first
Call 753-7947
SINLSN':
References. Guaranteed work
wheels and springs Call 7532248 atter 5 pm
Subdivision. ApproxBarpett,
753-5476.
black top to the left Follow
1969 VW Bug, automatic stick, Free estimates. Call 753-8948
It., ankh
oi.
8428 after 5 pm
imately 1600 sq. ft.
For sale 1971 12x55 two Two bedroom apartment. 5 signs Girls and boys clothes ' Si, IA ,11) bil-iness arc.,
motor, brakes, transmission. or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
miles
of
west
Murray
Call days, sizes 14 and 16, ladies clothes
with equipped office,
bedroom, bath and half mobile
nuttier, starter, and carborator
in in.tr}, .0,ip area in
two restroorns, paint
home. Can be left on one acre /53-5842 or nights and size 5 and 7, odds and ends.
have just been replaced. Really
See men's formal wear
back and possible livFall House Cleaning
weekends
753-1408
room, and lots of
lot rent free. Owner might
good little car. Selling only
for Weddings at Bridal
Yard sale! Sunday afternoon. 1
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
ing
area
upstairs
could
finance $4000. Call 753-7882 Two bedroom apartment for pm hI ??, February 24th. Antiequipment to remain
because no longer neeg fifth
Fair, Feb. 24th, at
be the answer to your
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
or(812)283-6764.
with sale. Located on
rent Also a three bedroom, que sewing machine, lamps,
car. $1200. 1-345-2794
Holiday Inn, 1-5.
night:
needs.
Building
is
on
large lot. Call today
1976 Ranch house, 12x64. 3 apartment for rent Call 753- water pic, new bedroom suite,
100' x 250' lot. Call to501Used
CARTER
Trucks
STUDIO
put
924D
and
between
in
offer
your
and
8
at
5 pm and much, much more. 306 N
ton duotherm central air, elec739-1176
day for details.
MC
,
753-8298
Kopperud Realty, 753:979 C15 Renegade. 753-3938.
4th St
tric heat. 2 bedroPms, 1 bath. Monday through Friday
1222. We are Members
underpinned. 05 Fox Meadows 33. Rooms for Rent
43:161 Estate
of Multiple Listing
759-1926 after 7 pm.
753-8080
Furnished, one room, one block
Service.
1979 Victorian 14x70, double from MSU, kitchen, living
Pardons
&
Thannan
Owner
being
transferred
from
insulated, all electric, central room, and laundry facilities
ENERGY
Murray. Has nice 3 bedroom
Insurance &
air. Phone 354-8669 or 354- Boys only. $55 per month Call
EFFICIENT HOME
home
in
Westwood
Subdivision
8173
759-4538
Real Estate
Inspect
this 3
for sale For more information
28. Mob. Home Rents Large room, kitchen facilities
call Purdom & Thurman Real
hydrourn. 2 bath brick
1. How can you make money?
Murray, Kentucky
!iorne with central gas
Estate 753-4451
Small older model 2_ bedroom all utilhes paid. near MSU, $70
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneedied items
753-4451
with garden space For one or per month. 753-0430 or 48sthat are gathering
twat Insulation at ROrntort aria convenience can
dust
in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2256
two people_ $70 per month
19, total utility bills
be yours if ynu An this well
2. How can you save money?
Calf 489-2595
Room for rent one block from Brand new 2 bedroom home located brick home 'with 3
ai'erage
m-orith..
ANS:
You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale'that the classified ad
with
cedar siding baseboard bedrooms. 2 baths. Has large
Sliding glass doors
12x60 Two bedroom. furnish- University Call 759 4909 -or
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those
heat,
kitchen
with
753-1812
all
ap
well
nail
open
1
family
planned
items you
ed, electric heat, one fourth
kitchen with lots
have gathered together.
room v,itli South side
mile west of Almo Heights. Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in pliances, concrete driveway of cabinets. large family room
outside storage Call Purdom Has garage as well as carport,
3. How good a business person are you?
into a patio. Large eat$135 per month, plus-deposit-.
pnvate-entranet-Zimmer-Call 753-4661
man Apartments. South 16th. *ringarra-I-eat tstate-'.-75-3-- NI Gard--heat:'-4-ree-sheded- 414 -kitchen and attracANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
4451 or Susy Wells 153-1585
backyard with chain link fence.
tive decor throughout.
753-6609
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
Alot
for
your
money.
Call
Call
Cerrtury 21 Loretta Jobs
Home located at 1709
Louise
Mobile homes for rent,
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
3-4.Rouses
-Fir-Rent
Realtors about our VIP Referral at Spann Realty Associates for
Melrose. Immediate
reasonable
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all theusual discounts. If you are a regular customer
rotes.
For rent 2 bedroom house par- Service _because changing a private showing, 753-7724.
possession
at $57,900.
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
RiverM Courts, 641
tially furnished. $175 per mon- nomes is enough trauma by Just $19,000
Phone Kopperud Realwill turn your
receive the benefits from this sale.
North, Murray, KY 753th. No children, Nine miles itself. In a word. it's called ad- rent dollars into
ty, 753-1222, or stop by
investment
to3280.
southeast from town.,Call 436- justment Moving from home to day. Nice
4.
What are the details of this sale?
our conveniently
1976 Double Wide
2514
horni aiid' nerghbarhood `TO Ifi-abHU h One inflot.-24X134
ANS:-The sale-Is open to everyone:.
Oeated
officeat
711
Two bedroom mobile home for
iireghborhood.
-Skytme
Main.
rent, newly decorated. fully fur- Three bedroom house near After we sell your home we central set on concrete- footers
Kentucky Lake Completely furair, city water, and is
nished, gas heat, $100 security
nished, washer and dryer in- pride ourselves on knowing the furnished Call Spann Realty 48. Auto. Services
deposit, $140 rent. Call 753cluded
Deposit required Call neighborhood that awaits you Associates, 753-9724
0364.
Truckload tire sale! Truck tires
elsewhere...The schools, parks,
after 5 pm, 753-8964
highway tread. 100x15". 6 ply.
shopping facilities Now for the
Two bedroom furnished trailer,
$31.84 plus $2.96 FET.
ingenious part. VIP Referral
central heat and air, $75 36. For Rent Or
Lease
may also find a buyer for your
H18x 15 6 ply. $36.54 plus
security deposit, $150 per
$3.49 FE? 150x16-, 8 ply.
present home from another cimonth rent, no pets Call 753$43.68 plus $3.80 FET. Wallin
ty, then help that family adiust
Mint
4808
Hardware. Paris.
to your neighborhood. Sound
SA-eating-Cooling
Warehouse
familiar7 It's the same thing
ASKIIEUN MKIIEUN
Four stack 4,000 watt partible
we do for you someplace else.
Storage Space
JUST %HAT YOUVE
CARROLL 4
electric heaters, $36.99. Wallin
Call 753-1492 for helpful inforBEEN
LOOKING
For
Rent
TIRE
Hardware, Paris.
mation on this service
0
0
FOR
SERVICE
753-47511
Two 4000 watt coil heat porti
Small farm just
YOUR CAA AND
ble heaters Call 436-2312
minutes from Murray
-a
Ainley Auction &
LIGHT TRUCt 4
in Southwest School
Realty Soles
DEALER
TIRE
NORNINICKLE BARBER SNOP
District. 3 Bedroom, 2
0 1105 POGUE 0
(Cl WPM AOKI!
WI Walnut Street.
bath brick home with
totWOW 1141/1of
753-1489
NEW OFFKE MINS:
Closed All Day Wed.
fireplace, located on
0.
, 1901i 479 2946 w 479 3713
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Ford
Rd.
Can
sell
MKNELM
MICHELIN
S000,1.19.'1 two
•
S
forko of
house and 531d2 acres
Transmission
tits
diesel 5or house and 10 acres!
NAMUR 81.25
PRICE SNAKE 75
•
speed, also 2-speed electric
• s,;
,
o1 &
o&s
Coll IS'I
Look us over before you look. Financing available to
rear end. Spoke hubs. Other
around...When you're ready to
qualified buyer or will
parts. 759-1739.
buy a home, you need a lot of
consider trade for
questions
answered.
Two
new Goodyear Suburbanite
Like what
FIXED UNTIL
house in city. Phone
kind
of
financing
tires with studs, mounted
snow
is
best?
Kopperud
Realty,
753Are you one who, every year, has your
Where are the schools? Shoppon wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
1222.
for
all
your
Real
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
ing 'Centers? What about the
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet Estate needs.
you hope. But the next year its to do over
paperwork that's usually involvSize G 78x14. $90. Call 753ed? Get the jump on these a,nd
2796.
again. Its for sure you haven't' used Mar.
CEN'TSABLE HOME
other questions-by calling CenEconomic,. roomy
49. Used Cars
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
tury 2L UlteIta lobs Realtors.,
home with beige col"fixin days" behind you for good with
at 753-1492. We have just this
1978 Buick LeSabre, 2-door,
ored vinyl siding
kind of information that makes
19,000 miles Call 753-1362 or
MARBLE from
5. What do you gain from this sale?
aluminum eaves, and
your house hunting easier.
153-3125
new roof. You can
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There Is no way you ran lase if you
sell the item you advertise. You-save
1974 Buick Regal, power, air,
Owner must leave town! Health
really be an energy
money on yodr business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising
in the most well read section
AM-FM
stereo,
reasons. .13 acres of good
cruise, very
fighter because the
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined
only
by
nice,
the amount of advertising,
$1700
farmland,- nice 3 bedroom
Call
474-2211,
central gas heat has a
you decide to do's
ask for Jiro
. home , wittt_lots . of out
new wood
as
Lurna
.
-trIffttltitit, -tiote tti ttont.orrittz:
1971 Buick- LeSebre;hew tvres.
an auxiliary 'to the
or highway. Priced for quick
air, good condition, $500.,15s
main
system.
Price
Quality That Will Please
sale. CaH lames Green at
ft. camper trailer with toilet,
only $31,900. Kopperud
Spann Realty 'Associates. 753So. 9th
cheap. $1000! Chain saw. 437/53-5719
Realty,
Main.
711
7724. ,
4801.
•

31-.7i-pls. RR Rent

For IWO

.4wituj

I

Make Money By Saving!

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate win be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All 'standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

CtOr

f Rey

ltlainaquipment
John Deere corn drill, 4-row,
model 1240 $900 Call 489
2161 after 6 pm
300 Massey Ferguson combine,
both headers One baby bed
Call after 5 pm 492-8790
54' Transport Auger, one year
old, Hutchinson 8-, $1800
Call 435-4265
22. Musical
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent
condition. Worth $600, will
take best offer Need to sell!
Cell 753-0243.
23. Exterminatin

e

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

rless
lion
500.

othy
one
one
tter
disc
ilizer
ional
corn
take

o o mar e

I

you
a
hing
your

23, 1980

:

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

Thornton Tile
and Marble

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4.
8 •
12

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Continuing Inflation Results In
Rise Of Social Security Benefits

Funerals
Funeral Services
Today For
Homer L. England
Final funeral rites. for
Homer L. England will be held
today Saturday), at 1:30 p.m.
at the Chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
Pallbearers will be Wesley
England, Tyrone Skirskowski,
Randy England, Hank Kaht,
Larry Kluge, and B. W.
England. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
England,age 80. died at 1:55
a.m. Wednesday, at the Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Oa Lynn Cooper
England of 113 North 7th
Street. Murray. Five
daughters, two sons, one
sister, three brothers, 24
grandchildren and six great
grandchildren also survive.

Memorial Baptists
To Hear Pastor
Handbell Choir

By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON

Elementary School
VALENTINE FUN - Lynda Purcell's first graders of Robertson
Sammons of SamMartha
party.
Valentine
their
for
refreshments
helped prepare the
children decorate
the
helped
then
and
mons' Bakery demonstrated cake decorating
Leigh Ann Carand
Sammons
Paul
Mary
Urquhart,
Sabrina
cookies. In photo,from left,
ter practice decorating techniques.
Johnson
Photo 17

+.141N

Firefighter's Union Leaders
Seek Agreement Approval

1AP) -

Continuing inflation is sharply
boosting Social Security
benefits and some of the trust
funds may temporarily run
short of cash during the early
196t). the commissioner of
&WWI Security says.
But William J. Driver, the
conniussioner, said the trust
fund-s overall will have sufficient income and reserves
over the next five years.
He suggested the projected
temporary shortage in one
fund could be handled by
transferring money from
another fund on a short-term
basis_
But another witness at Fri's hearing by the Senate
Finance subcommittee on
Social Security called such
transfers "Band-Aids" and
said they would "only
postpone the day of reckoning."
Harvard professor William
C. lima° suggested a temporary gas tax of 30 cents per
gallon was needed to finance
-Alit\ short-term deficits projected in the funds. That approach is similar to the one
espoused by Republican
presidential contender John
Anderson, who has called for a
.50 cent per gallon tax on
gasoline to help finance the
Social Security funds and to
reduce payroll taxes collected
for the funds.
Driver said the possible
money problems are expected
to occur despite the sharply
higher payroll taxes used to
fund the Social Security program.
And he said "it is clear that
all-of tiff -projected-tax -in-creases and Wage base expansion that are scheduled in law
will be required to maintain

fund as a total, -,we project
the trust funds."
Driver said the old age and that the Social Security prosurvivors insurance trust fund , grams have sufficient
revenues in the aggregate to
LS expected to experience cash
problems by the end of next meet all benefit commitments."
year.
The basic problem is that
He suggested this projected
Social Security fund benefits
shortfall be covered by bortied to inflation. If
rowing from the disability in- are directly
inflation goes up 13 percent, so
surance fund, another part of
benefits.
the overall Social Security do the
But revenues going into
program.
those funds do not rise as
While this would mean that rapidly since the'bverall work
both funds would be short of force doesn't get anywhere
cash in 1982, Driver said if you near a 13 percent booSt in their
looked at the two funds plus wages.
the hospital insurance trust
Driver noted the govern

ment had assumed that real
wages the amount of money
earned after adjustment for
inflation - would rise each
year. That has not occurred,
however.
In 1978, for example, reel
wages were expected•Jocrease 2.7 percent but only
went up .9 percent. In 1979,
they were expected to rise by
2.5 percent but declined 2.8
percent. And in 1980, real
wages were projected to rise
2.4 prercent but are now epected to decline about 2.4 percent.

Southern Californians Start
To Clean Up After Storm
By C.W. MIRANKER
Associated Press Writer

plug the leak.
Water streaming from the
desert mountains has filled
Lake Elsinore, about 90 miles
southeast of Los Angeles,
nearly to the brim. If there is
more rain, authorities fear,
the runoff would bypass the
Jake and flow into the community of Lake Elsinore just
to the east.
The National Weather Service forecast a chance of more
showers Sunday afternoon.
Santa Barbara County was
added to six other Southern
California counties declared
national disaster areas, the
Federal Emergency Management Agency said Friday.
Nearly all the 1,300 Palm
Springs residents who fled
their homes and thousands of
evacuees from Point Mugu
Naval Air Station 60 miles northwest of _Los. Angeles had.
returned home.
In San Deigo, where damaged was estimated at $8 million:
residents of the Mission Valley
district cleaned mud from
ground-floor hotel rooms, and
about 2,000 people returned to
apartment houses.
As the threat of mudslides
receded in Malibu and the

Santa Monica Mountains,
paramedics in four-wheel
drive vehicles rode through
the canyons looking for persons who had been unable to
get out during the storm.
In Mexico, an airlift of food
and blankets was under way
for 2,000 people who left their
homes to escape flooding in
the Guadalupe Valley.
The Pacific storms dropped
12.75 inches of rain on Los
Angeles between Feb. 13 and
Thursday, and battered
Arizona, Utah, Idaho and
Mexico. Of the deaths
reported, 28 were in California, four in Arizona, one in
Utah and three in Mexico.
In Phoenix, Aria., where
streets, homes and bridges
were swamped by the raging
Salt River that divides the city, the cleanup continued.
Sanitation-ufficiats _dumped,:
chlorine into the 66-inch sewer
line that broke Thursday, sending 35 million gallons of raw
sewage daily,into the river.
The Interstate 1.9 bridge -- a
major artery linking the north
and south sides of the city remained closed because of
soil erosion around a support

" Encouraged by a second day
In another incident, on the operated on a handshake
By SHARON COHEN
of
sunshine, Southern Califor14
Feb.
strike
on
went
were
basis,
West Side, two children
Associated Press Writer
mopped up their
nians
for a written
Leaders presumed dead after a blaze over its demand
CHICAGO AP )
homes and
waterlogged
first
agreement,
The
less
home
contract.
their
of Chicago's firefighter's swept through
of mud and
tons
out
shoveled
reached Wednesday, called
The Memorial Baptist union were going- before their than a block from a firehouse.
debris that poured into streets
to
firefighters
4,350
the
the
pastor,
for
the
walkout,
Church will hearSince the
members today to seek apand buildings during a ninethe Rev. Dr. Jerrell . White, proval of an agreement forged burden of protecting the city's return to work under a plan to
day deluge.
city.
the
by
on
devised
Dufell
"The
be
residents
speak on the subject,
in seven hours of meetings 3.5 million
Thousands have returned
But when talks collapsed
ty and Blessing of Giving" designed to end a 10-day recruits and firefighters who
home, but others were strandJudge
Circuit
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come and collect,

